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We've e~panded our ealendar to inelude monthl31 listings. The deadline for
Calendar Items is Wednesda)' 11t noon for the following issue.
I

2osat

Washington, DC -

DOB Spring Crafts Fair and
Flea Market, 10am-5pm. 1151 Mass. Ave.
Syrian food. Rain or Shine.
Cambridge -

Cambridge - Boston chapter of Women
Against Violence Against Women is kicking off Its summer boycott of Warner,
Elektra and Atlantic Records today. Open
demonstration at the Palmer St. entrance
of the Harvard Coop. 1pm. Info: 354-8807.

2Isun
Unitarian Universallst Gay
Caucus will not meet this week.
Boston -

The opening of the
American FIim lnstltute's program The
Callulold Closet: Homosexuality In the
Cinema. Tonight Is the Washington premiere of Word Is Out, stories ot some ot
our lives. Tickets are $3.50. 8:30pm at the
Kennedy Center. The program wlll run
through July 6. for a schedule and lnfor:
matlon, ""II (202) 833-9300.

24wed
Bostpn Lesbian and Gay Teachers
meeting at 355 Boylston St. All teachers,
ex-teachers, schoolworkers welcome.
7pm. sharp.
·

The Celluloid Closet:
Sebastiane. 6:30pm. The A. nerican Film
Institute, Kennedy Center.
Washington, DC -

Cambridge - The Gay Academic Union
of New England monthly meeting. Rev. Ed
Hougen of MCC will speak on the Theology of Liberation. 2'.4pm. Phillips Brooks
Hous~. Harvard Yard.
I
Boston - The Homophlle Community
Health Service is holding its Spring
Brunch benefit at the Parker House Rooftop Ballroom. Speakers will discuss the
past and the future of HCHS. For Info and
reservations, call 542-5188.
Cambridge - CLOSET SPACE (WCAS
740am) hosts gubernatorial candidate
Barbaria Ackerman . 9am.

NYC - Gay People in Health Care meeting. 7:30pm. 74 Grove St. Rm . 2RW.
Lambda of Middlesex will
have a picnic at Ashland State Park. 1pm.
Contact P.O. Box 1165, Framingham, MA
or call 887-8550.

Ashland, MA -

22mon

Boston - Women! A meefing for you by
you. To learn of the objectives of the
Boston/Boise Committee. 6pm. Old West
Church. Coordinators: Betty Spears and
Cookie Ridolfi.
.

25 thurs
NYC Doris Lunden will speak on
Women and Classism at the Gay
Women's Alternative. The Universalist
Church, Central Park West at 76th St.
8pm.

26 fri
Washington, DC - The Celluloid Closet:
Les Biches. 6:30pm. The American Film
Institute, Kennedy Center.

28sun
Boston - U.U.G.C. will replay a tape of
John Gerassi's address to the Boston/
B~ise Committee. 7pm. 355 Boylston St.

29mon
Washington, DC Vito Russo will
present a lecture entitled "The Celluloid
Closet," documenting the changing atti. tudes of Hollywood and society towards
homosexuality. 8:30pm. The American
Film Institute, Kennedy Center.

Planning meeting for all those
interested In forming a Gay Task Force of
the National Association of Social Workers. 8pm. Call Gary Drake at (617) 566-6505
for location.
'
Boston -

NYC -

"Love-Mature Gay Style", the romanlc and sexual problems and lifestyles
of older gay men and women will be discussed. 8:30pm. West Side Discussion
Group, 26 Ninth Ave. at 14th St.

NYC -

Boston - · Am Tikva: Report from International Conference of Gay Jews. 8pm . .
Frost Lounge, Ell Center, Northeastern
Univ. Call 353-1821 for more information.

27sat
Tallahassee, FL - Third Annual Florida
Gay Conference. Speakers and over fifty
workshops. Campus of the Florida State
Univ. in Tallahassee. Write the Alliance
for Gay Awareness, P.O. Box U-6573,
F.S.U., Tallahassee, FL 32313 for info.

The Celluloid Closet:
The Boys in the Band. 6pm, The American
Film Institute, Kennedy Center.
Washington, DC -

Integrity. Presentation by Paul
Abels on " Gay Activism in the Church".
8:30pm. Church of St. Luke-in-the-Fields,
Hudson St. at Grove St.

Boston Women Against Violence
Against Women continues its boycott of
Warner/Elektra/Atlantic Records with
demonstration in front of Strawberries in
Copley Sq. 1 pm.

NYC West Side Discussion Group.
"Exciting Gay Summer Travel" will be a
discussion Jed by travel expert Richard
Hamilton. 8:30pm. Triangle Gay Com•. munlty Center, 3rd floor, 26 Ninth Ave. at
14th St.

Bangor, PA - Gay and Christian Conference, at the Klrkridge Conference Center.
Leaders In residence will be Malcolm
Boyd, John McNelll, and Ron Wesner.
Call (215) 588-1793 for info.

De/las, TX Fifth Annual Texas Gay
Conference: Setting Sites on Human
Rights. Workshops, guest speakers and
social activities. Contact P.O. Box 20254,
Dallas, TX 75220 or call (214) 528-4233.

NYC - "Backroom Bar Sex": a discu!;sion of what goes on in backroom bars.
West Side Discussion- Group, 26 Ninth
Ave. at 14th St. 8:30pm

Boston - The Unitarian Universalist Gay
Men & Lesbians will sponsor a bike hike
to Arnold Arboretum. Meet at 10am on the
esplanade side · of the Arthur Fiedler
Bridge. Bring lunch. Info: 227-6167.

3Iwed

Lesbian and Gay Pride Carnival
In the Fen',Vay.

I3 tues
Women's Folk Dancing. 7-9
pm, Phillips Brooks House, Harvard Univ.
Info: 623-1462.

Cambridge -

Gay Women's Alternative. The Unlversalist Church, Central Park West at 76th St.
8pm.

2 fri

I4wed
Lambda of Middlesex organizational meeting. 8pm. Call 877-8550
for details.

Framingham -

Am Tikva - Roaring 20's party.
Appropriate period attire. Dancing &
refreshments. Frost Lounge, Ell Center,
Northeastern Univ. Call 353-1821 for info.
Boston -

I7 sat
Boi,ton • Lesbian and Gay Prlda Parade

3sat

and Rally. Meat at 11:30am at Copley Sq.

Princeton, NJ ..... The Gay Alliance/Prince-

ton will hold an alumni reunion and reception from 4 to 6:30pm at the Library, 83
Prospect. Princetonians of all classes and
their friends welcome. Champagne, etc.

4SUD

The Gay Pride Picnic '78.
Belmont Plateau, Fairmount Park. Noon
to 5pm. Games, sports, entertainment,
etc.
Phlladelphla -

IS sun
Boston · Spring For GCN Benefit at the

Framingham Lambda of Middlesex
spaghetti dinner. 3pm. 50¢ p/person. For
info, call 877-8550.

Club Max. Auction, dance contest,
fashion show, buffet, tea dance. Noon211:n. SS.OQ donation. All Day Disco! 54
Park Sq.
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Boston - Free V.D. tests by the Gay
Health Collective in cooperation with the
Mass. Dept. of Public Health. 4-6pm at
The Club Baths, 4 LaGrange St.

I thurs

MAY.27, 1978

LESBIAN MOTH ERS
DEMO NSTR ATE

8thurs

Washington, DC - The Cellulbid Closet:
Staircase. 6:30pm. The American Film
Institute, Kennedy Center.

Washington, DC - The Celluloid Closet:
Outrageous and A Position of Faith.
6:30pm. Un Chant d'Amour and Fox and
His Friends. 9pm. The American Film
Institute, Kennedy Center.
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6tues

30 tues

NYC --Midge Costanza will speak at the

Boston - Free V.D. tests by the Gay
Heal!h Collective in cooperation with the
Mass. Dept. of Public Health. 7-10pm at
the Regency Health Center, 11 Otis St.
Confidential! ·

Dykes & Tykes business meeting.
Help plan projects. New women always
needed. 6pm. Call (212) 777-7897 for
address.
NYC -

□

MASTER CHARGE

_j

LESBIAN AND GAY PRIDE '78
SCHE DU:LE FOR BOSTON
TEXT OF ANDR EA ·owoR KIN'S
Speech at
The .Unive rsity 01 M3ssa ehuset ts
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Hundreds Attend ·Lesbian Mothers Da y Rally
By Julie Palmer
BOSTON
More than 200
children, women and men gathered on
the Boston Common Saturday afternoon, May 13, to demonstrate support ·
for lesbian mothers. · The rally, organized by the Mothers Day Committee, was festive and spirited, with
music and theater as well as speeche,;.
Lee Swislow, one of the organizers
of the rally, started the rally off by .
explaining to those gathered around
that the real issue is "control women taking and keeping control of
our' own lives. The naclear family
operates to keep tight control on the
behavior of women.'' She said that
lesbian mothers were under heavy
attack these days because they most
specifically challenged the nuclear
family model.

photo by Ken Rabb

''There are other ways, too, in which
women are punished for their sexuality
and their deviation from the norm,''
Swislow continued. "Prostitut es, who
openly sell sex in order to make a
living, are persecuted by the law sometimes by the same men who buy
their favors. Single mothers are
subjected to insulting investigations
into their personal lives before they are
allowed to receive money from the
State. Women who have abortions are
labelled 'selfish and irresponsible' for
wanting to guide the directions of their
own lives. At the same time, many
poor and Third World ·women are losing the right to· ever have children by
. being forced into unwanted sterilizations. The attacks against lesbian
mothers are closely connect~d to the
attacks against Third-World women,

Sodomy Law in North Carolina

low-income women, prostitutes - any
women trying to break free of society's
structure and to determine her own
life."
Swislow compared the custody bat-.
tles of lesbian mothers to the racist
events of the '50s ahd '60s. "During .
that period of time in particular, white
women with children 'who married or
lived with Black men were declared to
be unfit mothers. Many white women
lost their children for the crime of
associating with Blacks. Custody
battles are an old . method of keeping
women in line."
Judy Sot om on, a lesbian mother,
talked at the rally about some of her
own experiences and ideas. She told the
crowd that organizers of the rally had
asked several other lesbian mothers to
speak before they had asked her. ''The
Continued on Page 5 ·

Judy Solomon addressing the Lesbian
Mothers Rally

US Supreme Court Refuses to Hear Gay Case
WASHIN GTON, DC - The U.S.
Supreme Court has once again refused
to hear a gay-related issue. The justices
declined to review a decision upholding
the constitutionality of a North Carolina law that prohibits "homosex ual
acts" between consenting adults.
Associate Justices William J. Brennan and Thurgood Marshall voted to
accept the case for a hearing._ However,
court procedure requires four votes for
a case to be heard.

The Case in North Carolina

The defendant in the North Carolina
case, Ens/in v. Wal/ford, was convicted
on a charge of sodomy. He challenged
the constitutionality of the state ban on
"homosex ual acts." That ban describes such an act as "the abominable

and detestable crime against nature.''
1 he Federal courts ruled against the
defendant 's claim that the law was
overly vague and a denial of his right to
equal protection of the laws.
Barbara Levy, executive director of
the Lambda Legal Defense Fund which
handled the case, told GCN that the
high court's decision was "nothing
more than was expected."
'Ten Foot Pole'
Levy said that the Supreme Court
"has made it clear that it won't touch
gay rights with a ten foot pole. When
something comes up to them [the justices] they -have 11ot accepted the task
of making a decision at all."
Levy added, however, that the decision has no legal effect. "The Court,"

she said, "has not decided the law is
constitutio nal."

Continuing Avoidance

The Supreme Court has continued to
avoid any gay rights issues by simply
refusing to hear case~. Early in March,
the Court declined to review a lower
court ruling that required the University of Missouri to recognize the
student gay group, . Gay Lib, as an
official campus organization.
· Up to the time of that ruling, and
now including this latest ruling, the
Supreme Court's refusal to hear cases
involving gay issues has had the effect
of upholding only criminal convictions
or rejecting charges of discrimination.
Last year the justices let ~tand a
Washington State court ruling that

teachers can be fired for their horilosexuality. Again, that deci.~ion did not ·
set any legal ~recedent an~ did not
mean that the ~~ghest court m the land
endorsed the fmng of teachers by local
school boards.
State Level Actions

In light of the Supreme Court's
continuing refusal to hear gay-related
cases, Lambda Legal Defense Fund
· will be taking more actions at the state
level. Executive Director Levy said that
most states have constitutions "which
include the same rights as the Feder-al
constitution.
"We will be challenging sodomy
laws," Levy added, "at the state level
rather than go to the Supreme Court.''

Boston Lesbian and Gay Pride Announces '78 Schedule
By

Eric Rogers
. BOSTON - The -Lesbian and Gay'
Pride Week. Steering Committee has
finalized the calendar for this year's
events. Tl;ie activities will include the
parade and rally, a carnival, a town·
meeting in Faneuil Hall, a picnic on the
Esplanade, and two weeks . of workshops and cultural events. The theme
of this year's Lesbian and Gay }:>ride
Week is ''We Are Everywhere and We
Will be Free!"
The central event of Boston's
celebration of gay pride will be the
parade on Saturday, June 17. The .
parade will assemble at 11 :30 a.m. in
Copley Square and take a new route
this year, terminating at the rally site
on the Boston Common. In addition to
the usual groups in the parade, including conti ngents of lesbians, gay youth,
and New England organizations, this
year's march will include two new
contingents. A coalition of non-gay
organizations
and
individuals,
organized by several non-gay Boston

1

area groups, will be marching in support
of lesbian and gay pride. Another,
contingent, made up of lesbians and
gay men in masks, will include those
individuals who feel they cannot march
openly in the parade. This group will
carry signs and banners explaining the
risks involved in marching openly as a
lesbian or gay man. A mobile childcare
unit will also be in the parade for those
youngsters who want to join in the
march. All people and organizations
marching in this year's parade are
en~ouraged to prepare banners, signs,
or floats for the march.
The parade is expected to arrive on
the Common at 1:30 and, shortly
thereafter, the rally will begin. Linda
Carford of the Gay Business Association will be the rally's emcee. Speakers
will include Allen Young, co-author of
Out of the Closets: Voices of Gay
Liberation and After You 're Out.
Leslie Cagan,
lesbian sociaJistfeminist, and David Drolet of t.l1e
Massachusetts Caucus of Gay Legisla-

tion. Musicians and poets will also be
performing, including La Triba, a
women'_s band, and Kenny Arkin, local
gay singer-songwriter.
The carnival, organized primarily by
the gay businesses in Boston, will be
held a week before the parade, on
Saturday, June 10, beginning at 2 p.m.
on the Fenway. Activities will include
games and booths sponsored by local
bars, businesses and organizations,
raffles, refreshments, music, and
appearances by local politicians.
Workshops and cultural events will
be held over a two week period. Workshop titles include the Politics of
Lesbian
Publishing,
Gays
and
Business, The New Right, Identity and
the Leather /Denim . Scene, and
Lesbians and Children. There will be
several evenings of poetry and films,
and an open session for lesbian and gay
musicians.
On Friday, June 23, there will be a
Gayla Picnic on The Esplanade from 3
to 7 p.m. This will be followed by a
Town.Meeting, held at historic Faneuil

Hall from 7-10 p.m. The town meeting
will focus on issues facing the gay
commuq_ity in the coming year.
GCN will publish the entire calendar
o.f events for Lesbian and Gay Pride
Week in early June. All individuals and
organizations are encouraged to participate in the events. The Steering
Committee is seeking organizations to
serve as supporters of Lesbian and Gay
Pride Week. The supporters will be
listed on the posters and will .be
announced at the rally. An organization interested in supporting Lesbian
and Gay Pride Week sho.uld write to
the Lesbian and Gay Pride Steering
Committee, GCN Box LGPW, 22
Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. 02108.
The Lesbian and Gay Pride Week
Planning Committee is ip. need of the
following items: a tlat bed truck, a
large sound system, helium for
balloons, and an organization to distribute balloons at the Carnival and in
the Parade. If you have access to any
of these needed items please contact 1
Eric at 426-4469.

News Notes
CARTER .AND BRYANT
WASHINGTON, DC President Carter and
Anita Bryant will shore top billing at the annual
meeting of the Southern Baptist Convention in
Atlanta in mid-June.
Carter, a Southern Baptist layman, will deliver
the closing address at the convention June 16.
Bryant, who has been leading a n~tionwide
cnisade against lesbians and gay men, will also
· address the meeting.
The convention is exPected to take up resolutions on homosexuality, abortion, ordaining
women and tuition tax credits.

, SPRING FOR G'C N RE-SCHEDULED
BOSTON At a meeting held Wednesday
evening, May 17, at the Club Mox, the Community
for GCN finalized plans for a spectacular benefit to
be held June 18 from noon to 2 a.m. at the Club
Max.
The benefit is being planned in conjunction
with Gay Pride Week activities. Co-chair persons
for the affair, Michael Campbell of CampbellMoreau Associates, and Judy Previte of Koala Bear
Hair Cutters, completed negotiations for the all day
event with John Burr, general manager of the Club
Mox. All three people promised that the benefit
. will be one of the most memorable events ever
held by the gay community in Boston.
At present the program includes a buffet
brunch, disco-tea dance, auction, fashion show,
and dance contest.
To help with the benefit, or to donate prizes for
the auction, contact Michael Campbell at 267-0587
or Judy Previte and Tony Mantia at 247-7441.

GCN RETRACTS STORY

MCAD WON'T HEAR CASE
I

BOSTON - GCN (No. 43) printed a short news
note about CHEER, the Center for Homosexual
Evaluation, Education and Research. The story
stated that CHEER was presently under investigation 'by its funding source, the Notional Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH) and that two people from
NIMH had gone out to Son Francisco to conduct
hearings with 'twelve gay researchers from the Boy
Area who hod registered complaints' about CHEER.
GCN talked to Bruce Ringler, from NIMH, who
said that while in fact he and Gloria Levine hod
gone to San Francisco, it was not to hold hearings
and
investigate
CHEER.
"From
the
NIMH
viewpoint,." Ringler told GCN, "there is no
investigation and no hearings. We went out to Son
Francisco to do on on-site visit, as a fact finding
mission with Son Francisco State University and the
staff, and to air views."
Ringler went on to , tell GCN that money from
NIMH goes to San Francisco State University
through the Frederick Burk Foundation for
Education, and NIMH money does not actually go to
CHEER.

BOSTON The Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination lost week refused to hear
the complaint of "Robert Macauley vs. Vincent
Donato" which alleged discrimination in employment on the basis of sexual preference. John A.
Romos, Director of Investigations for the MCAD,
claimed that the Massachusetts low dealing with
discrimination "does not include sexual p,reference. '. ' He further stated that legislation hos not
been enacted as yet to cover this type of discrimination.
,
On Moy 17, Atty. Robert E. Dins·more, lawyer
for Macauley, filed a request for Mandatory
lniuction against the MCAD in Suffolk Superior
Court in Boston. The injunction, if granted, would
force the MCAD to hear the case. The court must
first, however, declare that homosexuals ore cur~
rently protected under the discrimination lows. The
MCAD hos been given notice to appear in Suffolk
Superior Court ori Moy 23 to arrange a hearing
dote.
In the initial complaint, Macauley oll,eged that
Vincent Donato, chef and co-owner of the Fon Club,
subjected him to "verbal and physical abuse"
stating that he felt he was discriminated in his
employment because of his homosexuality. Six
other Fon Club employees also signed a statement
claiming that they hod witnessed other. gay employees being verbally or physically abused by
Donato.
The Mandatory lnjur,ction, if successful, would
make Massachusetts the first state where homosexuals ore prote(:ted from discrimination · in
employment.

BONIN DENIES CHARGES

0

MCAD PROTESTS ENCORE
BOSTON The Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination lost week filed complaints
with Boston licensing authorities concerning advertisements in Esplanade for a supposedly new gay
club opening in Boston to be calied "Encore." The
· advertisements in question ore for "bartenders,
; waiters, floormen, and d.j.'s" and specifically ask
· for "gay white male" applicants.
"Advertisements that express a limitation
based on race or sex ore expressly prohibited by
Chapter 151 b of the Massachusetts General Lows,"
write MCAD Commissioner Alex Rodriguez, in a
letter sent to Licensing Division Chief Richard
Sinnott, with copies to the Boston Licensing Boord ..
The only exception to the prohibition, Rodriguez
said, was in the case of a "bona fide occupational
qualification," for which no state waiver has been
granted.
Rodriguez , urged the city to "withhold the
granting of a license on the basis of their [Encore's]
flagrant disregard of this Commonwealth's laws
prohibiting discrimination in employment and
access to and treatment within pla~es of public
accommodations."

CHALLENGES CHURCH
SAN DIEGO, CA -- Jeffry Vowles, a 42-yearolJ gay man, hos filed suit in federal court challenging the tax exempt status of religious organizations. Vowles believes that lows regulating
sexual activ'ity represent a fostering of religfon by
the State in violation of the Constitution and ore a
"continuous attempt to influece legislation by
Judaic and Christion religious organizations". The
suit seeks to have certo.in lows regulating sexual
conduct ruled invalid ~n the basis of violation of· .
basic civil rights.

LESBIANS AGAINST NUKES
BOSTON - An all-lesbian .affi11ity group from
the Boston area is forming for the June 24 occupation of the Seabrook Nuclear power plant in Seabrook, N.H. The occupation is being organized by
the Boston Clamshell Alliance. All persons going to
the occupation will be in affinity groups. Anyone
ir.terested in being in an all-lesbian affinity group
should contact Amy Nadel at 783-4293.
The first meetirig .to discuss the formation of
the lesbian group will be T1hursdoy, Moy 25 at 26
Creighton St .., Cambridge, at 7:30 p.m. There will
be other all-lesbian groups going to Seabrook from
the New England area. All groups will be trained in
non-violent,, direct action techniques.
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BOSTON - Superior Court Chief Justice Robert
M. Bonin denied all nine charges of misconduct
filed against him by the state's Committee on Judi5=ial Responsibility and demanded the charges
against him be dismi.s sed. Benin's ottorneys filed
the reply with the Supreme Judicial Court on Moy
12.
Specifically, Bonin argued that the Boston/
Boise Committee is not a defense committee but a ,
· "civil liberties and educational group" and therefore- his attendance at the Apri I 5 lecture by Gore
Vidal was not a conflict of interest. He denied that
any statements were made qt the lecture requiring
him to leave or knowing in advance that the socalled "Revere trials" would be discussed, and cited
constHutional reasons for talking with Vidal ofter
the lecture ·"for less than one minute." In addition,
Bonin specifically denied receiving advance warning about going to · the lecture by his aide, Francis
X. Orfanello.
·
Hearings on the charges ore expected to begin
on Ju,ne 5.
·

AMUSEMENT CENTER REJECTED
BOSTON Applications to establish on
amusement center at the building which houses the
Nineties Restaurant and The Other Side were reject~d lost week by Chief Richard J. Sinott of the
Licensing Division of the Mayor's Office. The rejection follows a Moy 3 hearing at which Jomes K.
Olson and Blockgommon, Inc. sought city approval
to install various entertainment operations at the
Broadway address.(See GCN, Moy 13]
The decision was hailed by
Bay Village residents, who vigorously oppos~d the
application at the hearing. ''I'm very pleased, we
think it's a very fair decision," said June McCourt,
president of the Boy Village Neighborhood Association.
Sinnott gave 13 reasons for the rejection. The
most important reasons were the overwhelming
opposition of the community and of the command
staff of the Boston Police, the lack of planning on
the applicant's port, and the detrimental effect on
the Boy Village neighborhood.
· According to Jerry Vento, executive secretory
to the Boston Licensing Boord, Olson hos 30 days in
which he may appeal Sinnott's decision to Suffolk
Superior Court.

VICTORY IN ALASKA

I

ANCHORAGE The State Supreme Court
ruled in favor of the Alaska Gay Coalition in a case
involving the rights of the Coalition to be included
in the ,1976-77 Anchorage Blue Book. The Blue Book
is a listing of social services and is published by the
Municipality of Anchorage.
The Alaska Supreme Court stated in its ruling
that in deleting the Coalition from the Blue Book
the City "denied thcit_groui:i occ.,ess to a pul;,lic forum
based solely on the nature of its beliefs. In so
doing, they violated appellant's constitutional
rights to freedom of speech and association and
equal protectipn under the low".
The Supreme Court went on to rule that "further distribution of the publication in its present
form constitutes a continuing violation of . . . {the
Coalition's) constitutional rights . . . " and ordered
the Superior Court to immediately enjoin Anchorage from further distribution of the B~ue Book.
•

ART GROUP .NEEDS MONEY
NEW YORK - The Glines, Inc., a non-profit
organization for gay arts, is in financial trouble. For
two years the group hos offered ploys, musicals,
poetry readings, films and cabaret performers, of
interest to both lesbians and gay men. Now they
may be forced to close unless they con raise some
money. All performing arts must rely on the
support of generous patrons to supplement box
office receipts. The Glines' task is doubly difficult
since their programming is still considered controversial enough to make arts agencies and private
foundations reluctant .to support them. The Glines
is soliciting funds from the gay community. Taxdeductible contributions may be made out to: The
Cultural Council Foundation for The Glines, and
mailed to The Glines, 260 West B,roodwoy, New
York, NY l 0013. Donors of $50 or more may be
listed as 'sponsors' in all Glines program.s. But they
wi'II be very grateful for all amounts.
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TEXAS CONFERENCE PLANNED
DALLAS, TX---:- The Texas Goy Task Force will
be sponsoring a Goy Conference ir Dallas on June
10 and 11 at the Royal Coach Inn. Activities at this
year's conference will include workshops, guest
speakers and social activities. Some of the workshops planned include: Gay health core, the Bible
and Homosexuality, consciousness raising, the
-law's affect on homosexuals, pr_
o blems for youth,
working with the media, and teachers and homosexuality.
There will be a $10 registration fee for the
conference with o low-income fee available for
those persons needing it. Advance registration information con be obtained by writing to T.G.C.
Five, P.O. Box 20254, Dallas, TX 75220.

I

ACKERMANN PROMISES RIGHTS
CAMBRIDGE - Democratic Gubernatorial con- .
didate Barbaro Ackerman hos pledged to issue on
executive order prohibiting discrimination against
goys in state employment.
.
In an interview on the WCAS gay public affairs
program "Closet Space," broadcast Sunday, Moy
21 Ackermann told co-host Joe Mortin that she
w~uld "certainly" issue a gay rights executive
order if elected.
Ackermann cited the pro-gay order issued lost
January by New York Mayor Edward Koch as being
"appropriate action," and she promised to do the
some.
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Gay Teenagers Brougltt Complaints

Boston Police Officers Accused of Abuse
BOSTON - Three Boston police
officers were the subject of an Internal
Affairs Division disciplinary hearing
on Tuesday, May 16, as the result of
complaints brought by three gay teenagers last August (see GCN, Sept. 3,
1977). The charges were made in the
name of Larry Brown, who was 17 at
the time, and the only one of the three
legally able to lodge such a complaint.
After an intense investigation by the
Boston Police Department;s Internal
Affairs Division (IAD), the city made
formal accusatins against three police
officers, as follows:
• Officer John Gillespie was accused
of: 1) Physically and verbally abusing
Brown and the other youths, 2) Failing
to file an incident report on an assault
and failing to make proper identification (both on Aug. 18, 1977), 3) Submitting an inaccurate, incomplete, and
untruthful account of the incident to
the commander of District Four, Capt.
James McDonald, on Sept. 13, and 4)
Submitting false statements to the IAD on Nov. 2.
• Officer Thomas Clifford was
accused of: 1) Physically abusing
Brown and the other youths, 2) Failing
to file an incident report on an assault
and failing to make proper identification (both on Aug. 18, 1977), 3) Submitting an inaccurate, incomplete, and
untruthful account of the incident to
the commander of District Four, Capt.
James McDonald, on Sept. 13, and 4)
Submitting false statements to the IAD
on Nov. 2.
• Lt. Ralph Maglio was accused of:
1) Failing to carry out responsibilities
as Duty Supervisor at District Four on
Aug. 18, and 2) Submitting an inac, curate report of the incident to Dept.
Supt. 'Anthony ;J-; DiNatale, commander of the IAD.
All three men denied the charges.

. Boston Police Patrolmen's association lawyer Frank J. McGee, who rep- resented Clifford and Gillespie, made a
motion to dismiss all charges because
Brown was not present at the hearing.
(He has since moved to Florida.) However, the hearing officer, Deputy Supt.
Richard J. McKinnon of the Bureau of
Administrative
Services,
rejected ··

McGee's motion on the grounds that
the other two complainants, Amandio
Guerreiro and Marc Wood, were present.
Under questioning by IAD prosecutor John W. Fieldsteel, Guerreiro
testified that at about 3:00 a.m. on
Aug. 18, he observed two men forcing
a teenaged acquaintance into the
Arlington Street subway station at the
corner of Arlington and Boylston
Streets, Back Bay. When Guerreiro
and two comP,anions · came closer, the
older men dispersed and went into their
respective vehicles. When Wood

shouted out the license plate of one of
the vehicles, however, both men
jumped out and proceeded to chase the
youths in the direction of the RitzCarlton Hotel, less than two blocks
away.
Wood noticed a police car in front of
the hotel and attempted to report what
was happening, but before he could
complete the story, one of the men whom he later discovered to be Officer
Clifford in plainclothes ...:_ proce!!ded
to strike him in -the right temple with
the butt -of his gun. Meanwhile, the
other man - later discovered to be
Officer John Gillespie, also in plainclothes - had Brown on the ground in
the hotel parking lot. Gillespie was
seen kicking Brown in the groin, shout- ing, "This is for Anita Bryant!"
A second police car arrived on the
scene, and took the three youths, along
with a friend known only as "Bo," to
District Four in . handcuffs. Along the
way, the youths were threatened by the
officers ' with being dumped in the
.Charles River or Blue Hills. They were
never advised whether they were under
arrest or what the purpose was for
bringing them to the police station.
They were asked for their names, addresses, and ages at the station, but the
apparent booking process was stopped
when it · was disclosed that the youths
were only 15, 16, and 17. When "Bo,"
who-was 18 at the time, asked permission to speak, one of the police officers
kicked him in the neck. The youths
were then told to leave the station.
The police apparently suspected the
youths of being involved with the
armed robbery of an older man earlier
Wednesday evening, although they
were never arrested. Brown, Wood, .
and Guerreiro had all been at a d0wntown discotheque that evening and had
no knowledge of any robbery. The

plainclothes officers were off-duty at
the time, and it is unknown whether
they had police radios in their cars.
Under sometimes gruelling crossexamination by McGee and Joseph
McPartland, attorney for Lt. Maglio,
both witnesses conceded that two of
the men taken to the station - Brown
and Guerreiro - were dressed as
females at the time of the incident.
McGee attempted to impugn the testimony of the complainants by-suggesting that they were runaways and questioning why they were on Boylston
Street at three o'clock in the morning .
Gillespie •and Clifford have both
been transferred out of District Four
since the incident, and are presently
assigned to District 11 (Dorchester) .
Maglio is still assigned as a · night
lieutenant at District Four.
McKinnon adjourned the hearing
'until mid-June, when the police
officers may testify in their own
behalf. Meanwhile, the gay youths are
attempting. to have Brown returned to
Boston in order to strengthen their
case.
When the hearing is concluded,
McKinnon is required to submit a
report of his findings to Police
Commissioner Joseph M. Jordan. The
commissioner then has seven business
days, according to state law, in which
to decide upon an appropriate punishment for the officers, if any. Police
sources have stated that ·a typical
punishment in such cases involves a
suspension for any number of months
without pay. This is believed to be the
first -disciplinary hearing in the city's
history involving complaints of police
brutality by gay men.
The young men were accomanied to
the hearing by Rev. Randall Gibson of
Project Lambda, Robin Maccormack,
and David Brill of GCN.

Campaign Seen as 'Unifying' Effort

Poll Shows Close Vote Expected in Eugene
By Jim Marko
EUGENE, OR - With a poll showGCN. "We'd rather win at the polls,
ing voters in this liberal Northwestern
but in terms of the educating that' s
city split almost evenly on the issue of
been g_oing on and the ·working
gay rights, a referendum wjll be held.
together of men and women, gay and
on May 23 to decide the fate of the six
non-gay, we all feel very good.''
month old gay rights ordinance. The
Bevington said that canvassing has
poll, conducted by Eugene Citizens for
made many of the gay people working
Human Rights (ECHR), showed that
more assertive. "Having to face up to a
40% of the voters questioned favored
man who told me, ' I think we should
retaining the , ordinance, 40% were
hang them [gay people] all in the fair
against retention, and 20% remained
grounds' you can do nothig more than
undecided.
just look him closely in the ye,'' she
Terry Bean, treasurer of ECHR, told
said.
GCN that there is a "very positive"
Liberal Eugene
.
feeling in this university town of nearly
.,T he turnout is expected to be heavy
100,000. Characterizing. the campaign
in the Eugene vote, which follows the
as a "unifying" effort, Bean added
recent defeat of gay rights ordinances
that ''people have been made more
in Wichita, Kans., and St. Paul, Minn.
aware of discrimination and more
The city does, however, have a
. people have come out ... people have
liberal voting tradition, having voted
become political as a result of the _ against anti-pornography measures
campaign.''
and having been the center o f the antiVietnam war marches in O~ego;.
Canvassing Effort
As the literature produced by ECHR
ECHR has been going door to door
.points
out, "No community has a
in its effort to get out the vote in
better
opportunity
to defeat this antiEugene. Ellen Bevington, who has
gay
nonsense
than
Eugene. No com_been canvassing, said that it appeai:s
munity presently facing a gay rights
the vote is "going to be very close."
referendum h~s a more receptive pool
"It's a win-win situation," she told

of proven sympathetic voters than
Eugene. We can beat repeal in
Eugene. "
The Voice Against
The anti-gay mcwe~ent in the city is
a group called VOICE headed by
Maureen Gieber. Gieber spearheaded a
campaign which resulted in the collection of the 10,000 signatures that
forced the referendum.
VOICE has called gay rights laws
"attacks on the freedom of employers
and lanplords to hire and fire, house or
not house, whom they please.'' The
group's co-ordinator, Larry Dean,
stated in an interview that the gay
rights vote was only the first issue the
group planne,d to be active against.
Dean said the -· group would stand
"against the ERA and abortion."
A Question of Gay Rights
Unlike campaigns waged in other
cities in the country, the pro-gay
activity in Eugene is not a question of
the rhetorical "human rights" but one
of gay rights.
ECHR has stated that it is waging a
"vigorous, assertive and non-defensive
campaign to educate, , to fight myths

and combat discrimination.'' The
group has urged all gay people to come
out to friends, co-workers, neighbors
and family and has urged both gays
and non-gays to support the .campaign
against repeal · of the ordinances by
public speaking, c,anvassing, fund- •
raising and voter registration:
ECHR's literature not only calls for
retention of the ordinance but addresses itself to correcting the ''myths
of homosexual recruitment and homosexuals as child molesters."

ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
Gay Community News is looking for a part time ad sales rep to
work primarily at night. 200/o
commission. Contact Tim or
Richard at 426-4469.
photp by Ken Rabb
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spea king out
On Being Diffe r8nt
By Jim Davis
This Speaking Out was written by Davis after he read an editorial in the New
York Post. The Post editorial, entitled "On Being Different, " appears below.
Youn la's problem is a classic one - the trauma of being different. But the
case of the 14-year-old Korean-Americ an girl who fled the racial taunts of her New
Jersey classmates was intensified by the setting of a suburban school population.
The Eisenhower Middle School in Succasunna has only five black stu._dents and
three Orientals.
The ordeal was no doubt intensified by the cruel vulnerability of childhood.
But although insensitivity ·may be inherent in many social relationships of children,
.•
hate for those who are "different" is something too often learned.
In the words of Oscar Hammerstein, "you've got to be carefully taught to ,
hate ... all those people your relatives hate. "
Youn Ja may have learned the lesson that she can't solve her problem by
running away from it. But her classmates still have a lesson that inust be unlearned.
That is what the process of education must be about in a civilized society. Part
of the responsibility lies with the school, which must teach respect for individual
differences, especially in places where the student body is so uniform.
But the heart- and soul - of the burden li~s on the parents of those children
who tormented Youn la, and who owe it to their own kids to instill a respect for
human differences, before it's too late.
My friend David entered a Catholic high school in Los Angeles in 1967. He
very carefully kept his sexuality a secret from all but three gay friends, who he
managed to find. They had an old bomb of a car that they used, to get away from
·
their schoolmates, for a little relief from the hiding. ·

com mun ity voic es
the problem of
gay youth

who's in high
school?

To GCNThe gay community definitely has a problem.
Project Lambda has lost its funding. If it is not
refunded, Project Lambda will cease to exist.
When I talk to people about Project Lambda ' s
fate, they don't seem to care: the only comments
they make concern Randy Gibson's private life
and personality.
· What sort of community is this? This particular matter is a question of whether or not the gay
community has a responsibility toward the adolescent homosexuals of Boston: this is not a
popularity contest.
When some kid is in jail for prostitution, who
bails him out? Randy dot>s . When some kid
needs a place to sleep and some food to eat, who
shelters and feeds him? Randy doe$. If the
people who criticize Randy would d o one fifth of
the work Randy does for gay youth, t here would
be no problem gay youth in Boston . Then again,
if wishes were fishes we'd eat them every day ...
Randy's critics are full of good will: now, I wish
.
they'd do something with it.
Let's face it, Randy, whether you like him o,r
not, is the best we've got. Why don't we all support him? The gay youth of Boston and all their
problems are not going to disappear with the
passage of Project Lambda. However, someone .
has to do the dirty work that Randy does. I
haven't seen anyone else offering to do the job,
so, please support the refunding Project
Lan.bda .
R. Rossing
Boston, M~

Dear GCN Editor,
I want to tell you how grateful and humble I
am for the rave reviews of my collection of short
stories, The Revolt of the Perverts, by your
reviewer Robert Etherington in a recent issue . It
is so good to see a young reviewer (he couldn't be
further along than the tenth grade, could he?)
speaking out in such sterling prose about the
virtues of my book.
We can rest assured that literature is in good
hands with youngsters like your re,viewer because
obviously he has wri t ten some worthwhile material himself and the world is going to hear
about it any day now. No doubt he will write
about the "deep" people that he knows from his
own experience, just the way I have. I am so
pleased he won't be adding to the sentimental
gay fiction that praises us in art and tells us how
wonderful and profound we are, when life so
often tells us just the opposite.
Keep up the good work and continue to let
high school students speak out about literature.
Sincerely yours,
• Daniel Curzoh
San Francisco

GCN welcomes letters and rnmments
from our readers. Letters for publication should be typed (double~spaced),
or printed neatly, and si~ned. If reque~ted, ~our name will be withheld.

Gay and Young
But one day in sex ed . class, he listened to a torrent of vicious lies about
"homosexualit y" from the teacher, which weren't disputed by anyone else. So he
summoned up the courage to stand up and defend himself and the truth. He .said
things iike 'We're not sick', and 'love is beautiful, ours too' .
For these heresies he was totally ostracized. Not one student would speak with
him day in and day out. Even his gay friends were afraid to be seen speaking with
him in school, for fear of being suspected themselves . They didn't want to spend
all of high school hc;1ving nothing said to them but 'fag', 'fairy', 'queer', and
'pervert'.
It got so bad that his family had to move to another state, so he could go to a
new school where this one part of his nature would again be a secret. He was
· warned to never again be honest about his sexuality. His father, a union official,
was very lucky to have been able to get tranferred, once. And there wouldn't be
any second chance of that. Instead of supporting him, they forced him into
psychiatry, hoping to coerce him into changing, in spite of the fact that he had
absolutely no desire to change. He was a partly liberated gay person years before
the fightir:ig back at the Stonewall Inn in 1969. And years before a minority of
liberals and libertarians would nibble at the idea of reconsidering that kind of
bigotry.
How many years will it be before editors of major newspapers write fine
editorials like "On Being 'Different' ... " about young people like David?
("Speaking Out" is a column designed for the benefit of GCN readers. We encourage you to send your thoughts, ideas, feelings to Speaking Out, GCN, 22
Bromfield Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108. The opinions expressed in the
"Speaking Out" column do not necessarily reflect the views of the newspaper or
those of individual members of the GCN staff)

r~searc hing
intimid ation
To The Edit or,
I would grcatlv appreciate it if you could puh·lish the following in your "Letters to the Editor"
column.
A, a gay rc,earchcr in American ga y history. 1
need a,si<.tancc that ,ome GC N readers might he
ahle to offer. I am collecting da ta on ,ome of the
way, that gay people, especially in smaller cities
and towns, have heen inttmi dated hv puhlic
cxpo,ure in new,paper reports. Prohablv most
(\' pi ca! is the case-of put-! isheli "ne·.,," accou nt s
of men arreste d fo r "loi tering" (or similar
charges) at a known ga y crui sing 11,cation . such as
.
a bus depot or train st at ion .
As it would be impossible w read thr ough hundreds of thousands of i,,ucs of local newspaper,,
these account , can he located and stud ied only if
people send me clirri ng, or referen ces to the
newspaper,. ,,, ccifying the paper 's name . city ,
and arrroxima tc (o r exact ) date . It \\· ill be
especially useful to find earlier article,, hut marl'
·recent ones arc valuable too. 1 am tryi ng to
document one of the more low-level form s of
oppre ssion that ,cems wide spread. hut which is
oftrn overshadowed by the horrors of the Boi,e or
Bo,ton affairs, or other more violent types of
intimidation .
1 am a\\'are that the people who have knowledge
or this material arc the ver y one, for whom th e
event was quite painful. or pos~ibly tragic: hut
documenting the dimemions of the oppression in
the paq and present can contrihut c to overcoming

i I. '
Please sc11d dirpin!-'. s, xerox copic,. referen ces.
or comm1,?nts (anon\'mously if you wish) to me.
c/o Dcrartment of Hi'-lory, S.U . N .Y. , Binghamton, N.Y. 13901.
Prof. Rcrt Ha nsen
Binghamton, N .Y.

til'.'ed of e"'.lphasis.'
To The Editor:
Eve Roe Borenstein speah not only (or some ·
lcshians "who have trouble getting past your
rnrrent highlightir,ig of hoy-sex issues . . . "(in her
letter to GCI\J , May 6, I 978). I dou.b uhat I am the
onlv gay man who has an identical reaction to
what recently has .-eemed to be the almost constant
emphasi \ on sex with boys in your news columm .
(In fact I suppose it could be claimed that in a
small wa y I have contrihuted to it since. incidental
to my recent Analysis of the so-called " expert
testimo ny" in Portland's U.S . Distri ct Court
(GCN, April 29, 19~8), it was necc,sary for me to
summ;iri ze the i~~nes at the kiddie-porn trial at
11·h ich the " experts " were tes tifyin g. )
If you will permit a no-doubt fla wed a nalogy . it
is a, if hcterm cxual readers of, for example, Th e
N r.tion were, o ver the cour,e of _-;everal months ,
repeatedlv confronted with lead articles concerning the acti1·ities of the police or prosecutor in
regard to the reputed activities of some q raight
male adults 1Y it h girls . To carry the analogv one
step -fu rthe r. su ch coverage would also include
periodically heav y news of the raid and sei7lire of
material , from. say. the London office, of New
Society follo wing th eir publication of ·an article
entitled "Men l .oving Girl s I .oving Men .' '
Perhaps my analogy is more than a little flawed.
Perhaps straight male readers - even those of
serious rubiications - do want to --read about
other men having sex with girls. and about the con sequences thereof. But if that i, true. maybl'
the analogy is not so flawed after all. Docs ,·our
(male) readership want to read steadily ~bout men
.
and boy, having sex together?
It may appear that. with this letter , I am clenvinµ the seriousnes, of the threats to civil liherties
upon which you have heen rerorting. I do not
intend to (and have contributed to The Body
Politic's defense fund) . Rather I am queqioning
wheJhcr subqantive new , , on the civil liberties
1 iolations has ari sen a s frequentlv as has vour
continuing coverage of each case .
Ri cha rd St einma n
Whitefi eld , Maine
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other women, '' Solomon explained,
"could not afford to talk at the rally
for fear of losing their jobs or their
children.'' Solomon spoke of the pressures that lesbian mothers feel to bring
, up the perfect child - the fear that if
there is the least thing "different"
abo~t their child that this will "prove"
that lesbians are unfit mothers. Solomon says she is fighting that pressure
in her owl) life, but feels that "in order
to really change society around these
issues, lesbian mothers must band
together."
Catherine Triantifillou, a lawyer
who has been involved in custody
cases, spoke about the patriarchal
family and the ''irony of celebrating
Mother's Day in a society which
devalues women." She mentioned the
high incidence and the subtle condonation of wife abuse, sterilization
abuse, and rape. She spoke about how
certain cultural images tend to keep
women in line - "the madonnawhore, the old maid, the dominating
bitch." Her speech touched on how
difficult it is for a woman to be a
' mother, unless she is also tied to a man
who makes good money. "Our society
has never taken responsibility for
providing adequate daycare, maternity
leave from work, or prenatal care. The
only option for most mothers who are
not dependent on men is to rely on a
very de-humanizing welfare system.''
A number of gay men were present
at the rally as part of an organized
men's contingent. When asked why he
was there, one man explained that he
sees the issues of "motherhood and
control · as very closely related to ~he
oppression of all gay people. They
have manipulated the issue of children.
The myth of child molestation has been
used to pit women against gay men.
. . . The kinds of loving relationships
that gay men may have with children
are condemned · by society because
these adults recognize children as real
people with their owrl rights. We aren't
the nu'clear family. We present people
with other possibilities."
Participants in the rally appeared to
be very moved by the speeches. During
the afternoon, shoppers and strollers
from the area stopped and listened to
what was going on. Organizers of the
rally distributed a long leaflet to
passers-by about the issues of lesbian
custody rights, abortion, welfare,
sterilization abuse, and women having
the right to make basic decisions about
their own lives.
The Boston Lesbian Mothers celebration was part of a nationwide
attempt to focus attention on the issues
of lesbian mothers, and who this
society allows to bear and rais.e
children. In New York City more than
200 people came together Sunday evening, May 14. Andre Lorde, a black
lesbian, read her poetry; Bev Grant

sang for the crowd, and a group of
children performed.
Rallies were also held in Hartford,
Portland, Ann Arbor (Mich.), and
Seattle. One hundred people turned
out in the rain for Seattle's
demonstration, which focused both on
lesbian mothers and the upcoming
referendum in that city to repeal the
gay civil rights ordinance. In Rhode
Island, women organized a campaign
to send family i;ourt judges mothers
day cards.

ClhE
Chicago
c1/ou1E

BROUGHT TO YOU FROM THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA.
Comfortable durable cotton canvas
shoes, fully lined in soft cotton with
tough flexible vinyl sole. Machine
washable, people shoe can be worn
with or without sox, compliments
blue jeans. light and cool, great for
indoor and outdoor, dancing, and
office wear.

$7

The Body Politic·
Appeals · Case

BOSTON/BOISE.
COMMITT EE
' At its meeting of Thursday, May
25 at the Old West Church at 8
p.m., will be selecting an Emergency Coordinator for the next 1O
weeks priod, during which most
of the trials will take place. This
position ($125.00 per week) is
open .to any person who has
wo·rked with or for the Committee.

Darts

Restaurant I Catering
LUNCH - MON.-FRI. 11 :30 - 5:00
BRUNCH - SAT . 11 :30 - 5:00
- SUN . 11 :30 - 3:30

TORONTO, Canada - The editors
of The Body Politic have announced
that they will go to the Supreme Court
of Canada in a bid to quash the search
warrant used to raid the newspaper's
office last December.
"The recent revelations of abuse of
police power in Canada, the warrantless break-ins, theft and arson, are
frightening to a lot of people,'' said
TBP Collective member Ed Jackson.
"If our fighting this action can help
focus attention on the extent of police
power in this col!ntry, then our appeal
to the Supreme Court will have been
.
justified/' Jackson added .
Pink Triangle Press, pubhsher of
The Body Politic, is claiming that the
warrant was illegal because it was so
vaguely worded as to allow the police
to take anything they wished. In fact,
the police seized twelve cartons of
material, including subscription lists
and unpublished manuscripts. The raid
came after the paper printed an article
on '~Men Loving Boys Loving Men."
In another development in the case
TBP collective has learned that the
police have obtained a judge's authorization to retain the materials seized for
a further 12-month period .. The paper
was not permitted to argue against the
this
for
application
court
authorization.
TBP has received support from
groups and individuals including the
Canadian Civil Liberties Association
and eight Toronto city aldermen. Gay
communities across Canada and as far
away as London, San Francisco, and
Melbourne, Australia have protested
the police actions.

ART DIRECTOR
GCN is looking for a graphic artist.
Should have lay-out, design, pasteup and type spec. experience; also a
sweet disposition. ($70/wk.) Contact Bob or Richard at (617)
426-4469.
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Hanover
Photographic
Garage ·Sale
THURSDAY, JUNE 1st
10 A.M. - 9 P.M.
42 JOY STREET
BEACON HILL
523-4142

$3.95 BUYS ALL OF THIS
Fill THAT $450.00 SPOT IN YOUR
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: FOREVER
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Womens' sizes 3-12.
4-13 .
Mens' sizes

POSTPAID

Please enclose shoe size and width .
Send check or money order to:
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1955/5 CENTS

ART DECO• COLLECT! BLES .. _ .
. • '
CLOTHING• JEWELRY.
'I
• FIESTA WARE. .
'

,
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RARE

BOTH COINS GENUINE

Plus Our Free Gift
Plus Our Free Brochure
INSERT .25 for postage

JIM DeNINNO & CO.
Suite 5, Pike Bldg.
Viewmont Village
Scranton, PA 18508

FINAL 4 WEEKS
ENDS June 17th
Perts. Wed.-Sun. 8pm

ASHES

.. ·Ashes' is bold and
beautiful, the best .
theatrica1 1ece in town.
IT'SNOTT BEMl$SED!'.

6

-Kevin Kelly, Boston Glo_be
1
$2 off each ticketj
with this ad
I

Theatre Charge 426-8181

NE.XT MOVE THEATRE
955 Boylston Street. Boston

Reservations: 536-0600
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y
More Cash Raffles

. ·Fantastic Prize Drawings

dNew

To .Ou·

Your Bartender

JACK
formerly of Herbies

- p.m. - 2 a.m.
=J
Now Ope ~
Sunday 6 p.m. -_2 a.m.

OPEN.

MASSAGE

Noon to midnight, .
Mon. thru Sat.
1pm -.9pm, Sunday's

for

Men by Men

Your choice of
3 Massaqes
Swedish Oil· Vibrator· Feather

Sunday Special
s1 O per massage

283 Dartmouth St
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Copley ,Square, Boston

267-7590

I

Andy Graham: 1936-1978
BOSTON - 'thousands paid tribute
last week to the memory of the late
Harry Andrew Graham, who died sud- .
denly in Erie, Penn., on May 8. Anay,
as he preferred to be called, was a
leader in the mental health profession
and an early activist in the local gay
rights movement.
He was born in Boston on April 27,
1936, and grew up in Wrentham. He
received his bachelor's degree in
Classical Arts and Letters from St.
John's College in Annapolis, Md., in
1959. In 1966, he earned a master's
degree in Religion from Florida State
Christian College and was ordained as
a Baptist minister one year later. He
graduated from Massachusetts Bay
.Community College in 1969 with a degree in Nursing Science and, in i 976,
was awarded a doctorate in Health
Education from Clinton University.
Andy worked as a nightch.\b entertainer in Boston and New York during
the early 1960s. In 1966, he met Jane
Clingman at the Dramaturgy Guild in
Boston. They married in 1967 and
formed
the .;. · Pilgrim's
Theater

AQ.dybraham
Company, a .· cooper~tiv~ ·· theater''''.
project, and produced and directed
over 80 musical productions at
Boston'.s Old South Church . Jane ai:id ·
Andy also produced and directed the
Gay Community News/Metropolitan
Com_muriity Church Variety Show on
April 4 of this year. ·
He was . deeply committed to his
ideals of improving , mental h~alth
services, particularly for sexual
minorities. Between 1964 and 1972 he
held administrative ·and tea~hing
positions at the Massachusetts Mental
Health Center in Boston. In 1972, he

worked with the Tufts-New England·
Medical Center to establish the South
Boston Community Day Hospital,
where he was the psychiatric program
director from 1974 until his death. At
the same time, he was the executive
director of his own private counseling
agency, Counseling Associates of Boston, which · provided alternative
cotfnseling_ang psychotherapy with a
special emphasis on sexual minorities.
Andy was also the assistant medical
director of Boston's Homophile Community Health Service from 1971 to
1975, a period quring which he helped
the, agency gfow !'tO become one of the
most . prestigious ' of its kind in the
country. He chaired dozens of programs and conferences across the
United States on homosexuality and
community mental health services and
devoted enormous energy to the training of professionals in · the field of
mental health. _Andy was a me_mber of
the American Nurses Association, the
American Academy of Se,xologists; the
American Per·sonnel and Guidance Association, and a national board
member of the Federation of the
Partial Hospitalization Study Groups,
to name a few.

At the time of his death, he was on
the staff of Tufts University, Tufts
Medical School, Northeastern University School of Education, and Boston
College School of Nursing.
Andy was also a pioneer in the early
gay rights movement on the East ·
Coast, beginning with the Mattachine
Society in ' New York during the
'sixties. He later helped found the
Boston chapter of Mattachine and was
involved in the early diys of the former
Homophile Union of Boston.
Donald McGaw, who served as
executive director of the Homophile
Community Health Service for many
years, praised Andy for his untiring
work on behalf of the community.
"He sacrificed a great deal - I don't
know what we would have done without him," said McGaw. "He was a
very important person in my life. The
community has lost a very important
person."
: In addition to his wife, .~ane, he
leaves his son, Anthony Andrew, and a
sister, Ruth O'Connell, all of Jamaica
Plain, and his parents, Harry and Ruth
Graham of Bradford, N.H. Burial was
in Sunny Plains Cemetery in Bradford,
N.J;L

Brigg~,. files
SAN FRANCISCO ·._ Cc:1lifornia
State Senator John Briggs has filed
petitions with the Secretary of State's
office with-~more than 600,000 signatures caLling for a state-wide initiative.
The initiative, if passed, would
prohibit the hiring and require the
dismissal of any teacher or public
school employee who engaged in the
"advocating, soliciting, imposing;
encouraging, or promoting of private
or public homosexual acts directed at,
or likely- to come to the attention of
school children and other employees."
Only 312,000 signatures were needed to
put the initiative on the November
ballot, so most observers feel that
Briggs and his organization "Defend
Our Children'' have been successful in
their efforts to put the issue before the
voters.
Briggs, at the time of filing the
petitions, said, "It's time we got rid of
those people who want to lead an
openly immoral life and expect a
21-gun salute every time they go past.
If they want to lead quiet, decent lives,
playing cards in their bedrooms · or
doing other things quietly, they would
not be affected by this initiative.''
More than 40 people demonstrated
against Briggs as he filed the petitions.
Their chants included - "2-4-6-8 ,save
our children from the State" and
"9-7-5-3 smash male supremacy." Jan
Zobel, a member of a group called
Lesbian Schoolworkers, said the Briggs
initiative would lead to a repeat of the
McCarthy witch hunts of the 1950s.
The Bay Area Committee Against
the Briggs Initiative (BACABI) believes that the ''initiative affects the
rights of all people, for any school
worker - homosexual or heterosexual
- could be fired for expressing an
opinion in support of gay rights, in or
outside the classroom. Indeed, the
Briggs initiative is a serious threat to
the civil liberties of all Californians.
Women, minorities, and organized
labor must unite with the gay
movement to protect the freedom of
speech and right of employment."
BACABI, along with other groups,
are trying to focus San Francisco's Gay
Freedom Day (June 25) as an antiBriggs
demonstration.
·Paula
Lichtenberg of BACABI told GCN,
'' In the same manner as people turned
out to·last year'sdemonstrationbecause
of the Dade County vote, we hope to
get people out this year because of the
upcoming Briggs vote.''
·'

THE CHAMPAGNE LOOK never came
so easy with our never worn or like nev,i
clothing from the 40's f, 50's. We carefully 1
select & tailor our stock as well as liquidate
old stores for our vintage collection. Have a
deco affair with our old tuxedo clothing: peg
leg or pleated tux trousers. white or colored
tux shirts, studs, cumrnerbunds & cuffiink~.
ALSO see our anklets. belts. silky
blouses. old blazers & cotton shirts - or be
outrageous · create a look with old
sunglasses, a bizarre old dress. or ,an
incredible cape.
Our prices are unbelievably reasonable
so you can afford High ~ociety ..
ALSO, ·original fashions by -''Fashions
to Boot" designed especially for High
Society.
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HIGH SOCIETY
BOUTIQUE

279 '\1 •,\ hun '-itr1·1·I.
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Isaia~'s
Proudly Preseqts
'The Fabulous

K~·rt ~Laurence

Spring
for:
gen!

&
Ann ~\~ oring
&v('r'? gaturaa'? IO till '2 a. m

hrniuh'~
fl 1h('"1t1~ St.
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A p,:ivate party
sponsored by the community ,

for GC·N
at

54 Park Sq.

262-0750

Sunday, June· 18th
for more information call GCN at 426-4469

All Day Disco
12-4 Buffet Brunch
&·
Tea Dance _
4-6 Auction
Fashion Show
Dance Contest at 11pm
Restaurant open from 7-12pm for Reservations only.
ADMISSION $5.00
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Spring

THE CAPTAIN'S HOUSE

350a Commercial street
Provincetown, Mass. 02657
(617) 487-9794

GUESTS

PROVINCETOWN
Par,ws·e ·GCN, May 27; 1,978 .
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Senate: Noble, O'Neill, Tsongas
By David Brill
BOSTON - Rep. Elaine Noble's
candidacy for U.S. Senate marched on
last we~k, but not without a good scare
from a member of one of the most ·
prominent political families in Massachusetts. The course of events began
on May 9 when it was reported that Lt.
Gov. Thomas P. O'Neill III had decided to enter the Democratic primary
for the Senate race, after reviewing the
results of a statewide poll. O'Neill,
who is the son of U.S. House Speaker
previously
had
O'Neill,
"Tip"
endorsed Noble for the nomination.
O'Neill also reportedly made · his
senatorial aspirations known to Gov.
Michael Dukakis, who immediately
began securing support for. Norfolk
County District Atty. William D.
Delahunt as his new running-mate.
David Liederman, the governor's chief
secretary, told reporters that O'Neill
was "99% sure" of entering the race.

Noble then reportedly asked O'Neill
to explain his decision to her longtime
aide and campaign manager, Santa
Fareri. O'Neill spoke of politics being
a "hard ball game" and Fareri angrily
snapped back, "This isn't a game, this
is government." O'Neill, according to
newspaper accounts, at that point
considered Fareri to be insolent, and
asked her to leave the room.
But by Saturday afternoon, O'Neill
had undergone a change of heart and
announced that he would not enter the
race to oppose Sen. Edward Brooke,
but would instead seek re-election as
lieutenant governor. "To run for the
Senate, you've got to feel it in the pit of
your stomach;" he told reporters,
"and I just didn't." While the announcement was of great relief to
Noble and the other announced candidates - Rep. Michael Connolly
(D-Roslindale) and Hampden Register
of Deeds John P . Lynch - it also ·

5,000

.

Thanks from CIearSpace to
all who made our auction a
success.
We are well on our way to
fin~ing a ClearSpace for all of
us.

4,000

P.O. Box 398, Allston, MA. 02134.
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Welcomes Back

S
THE BORG ANDIE
.

Mr. Dav id P. Bri ll
Poli t i c al Editor
Gay Commun ity News
2 2 Bromfield S tree t
Bo sto n, MA 0 21 08

)

.

Friday-Sunday 2 Shows at 7 & 11 p.m.

Dear Mr. Br ill:

1

Lieutenant Governo r O' Nei l l has - asked me to respond
to your letter of Janu ar y 2 5th . F irst, let me apologize
for the l a t e n e s s of the rep l y .
You as k e d wheth er the Lieutenan t Governo r i s s u pporting
El aine Noble fo r the Un ited States Senate in the event
t hat she is r unn i ng in the Democra ti c primary against
The a n swer q ui te s imply
Representa t ive Mi c h ae l Conno ll y.
i s ye s .
Agai n, my apolog ies for t he de lay in r es pondin g t o your
inq u i ry.
. Sincere l y,

PFN/rto -

IZ_7(~

Paul F. Nace, Jr.
Chief Secretary

FREE OFFER
Introduce your friends to
GCN,
the weekly
gay newspaper
Send GCN the names and addresses of up to five friends (from outside
greater Boston), and ·we'll send each of them a FREE five-week trial
subscription, along with a note introducing GCN and indicating you as
their thoughtful friend (be sure to send us your own name and address).
You '11 be doing your friends a favor, and you 'II also help GCN to expand·
its services to the Gay Community.

Lt. Gov. O'Neill endorsed t~e Noble candidacy in this letter to GCN's David Brill.

On Wednesday afternoon, O'Neill
met with Noble at his State House
office to tell her his plans and attempt
to dissuade her from · continuing her
campaign. Though Noble has denied
it, sources close to her campaign state
that she .was seriously considering
b(?wing out of the race at that ·point
because O'Neill - with his familial
connections and previous statewide
recognition - would have been heavily
favored. Boston Globe political columnist David Farrell reported that
Noble even cancelled a substantial
printing-order - which the representative has also denied.
Details of the Noble-O'Neill meeting
were first revealed by Globe writer Ken
Hartnett on May 13. Hartnett claimed
Noble was "stunned" when the lieutenant governor told her his intentions,
apparently feeling betrayed since he
had endorsed her two months ago·. ;,

frustrated Democratic leaders in the
state, who apparently felt that O'Neill
would have been the strongest candidate against Brooke.
U.S. Rep. Paul E. Tsongas
(D-Lowell) entered the race when
O'Neill's final plans became known.
The Fifth District legislator said he
decided to sacrifice his thoroughly safe
congressional. seat after some urging by
party leaders - including O'Neill, who
still apparently intends to backtrack on
his earlier commitment to Noble.
Noble herself held a press conference
on May 16 to announce . her plans to
remain in the race no matter who •else
enters. She called the contest
"something out of Looney-Tunes Presents" · and said that Tsongas, a
popular second-term congressperson
with impeccable liberal credentials, "is
not a major political figure" and does
not threaten her candidacy.

Your friends must live within the US or Canada, but outside the greater
Boston area (i.e., outside zip code areas 02101 through 02299). Sorry, we
cannot send complimentary subscriptions to persons who are currently (or
who were; within the last three months) GCN subscribers. You must send
·us your own name and address. Complimentary subscriptions will begin in
the order we receive them, and will be started as soon as space permits (we
are limited by postal regulations to a certain percentage of promotional
subscriptions). We must receive your list by June 20, 1978.

Your City, S t a t e ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Zip _ _ _ __
Your Friends' Names and Addresses:

GCN Trial Subscription
22 Bromfield St.

A oc Star
Who's Glad To Be Gay
ByTonyVitale

TOM ROBINSON

There is a new gay anthem in town
nese days and it's not heard in the
liscos. Called "(Sing if You're) Glad to
)e Gay" and performed by the Tom
'~ obinson Band, the song is a satirical
dttack on gay complacency in response
to a conservative homophobic backlash
in England. The Tom Robinson Band
{generally called the TRB) is perhaps
more well.aknown for its single ''2-4-6-8
Motorway" which was in the Top 5 in
England late last year and has had respectable success on rock stations in this
country. These two songs represent the
two sides of Tom Robinson, the social
commentator and the rock'n'roller.
The unique factor about the TRB is
that "its lead singer and main lyricist is
openly gay. In fact, the band's logo is a
raised, clenched fist. The rest of the
band is ·heterosexual but fully supportive of Robinson's positions. Not a
oand that deals only with gay music. the
TRB takes a wide variety of liberal
stances. Robinson himself is a member
of Rock AgaiHst Racism (English rock
musicians opposed to the National
Front, a neo-Nazi group), the National
Abortion Campaign, and the Campaign
for Homosexual Equality (CHE). He
feels very strongly about his moral commitment to honesty which is why he can
· be open about being gay without
flaunting it like some other rock stars.
In his first interview (in England's
Gay News in early 1975), Robinson
spoke of the importance of coming out
of the closet:
"If every gay in Britain was to come out
o_vernight, an awful lot of the prejudice
and ignorance that abounds among' hets
would disappear. This i.., a thin~ that ,o
many people don't realise about coming
out. They imagine that if they come ou~t
people will think they're a 'nasty queer':
whereas in fact when one comes out with
one', friends thi;y change their ideas of
what a 'nastyqueer' is."

Tom Robinson, although he cons'i ders himself a "wishy-washy liberal"
and "more reformist than revolutionary." is committed to his social
positions and has claimed "I support
causes I don't even know exist!" He
would rather be known as a good ·
of Elvis Costello than the Kinks, the
musician but "if you're going to have an
group to whom t_he TRB is usually comimage - if you have to have an image
pared. The reason for Costello's success
over and above the music_:_ then I do;'t
is the tremendously energizing pace of
mind it being agi'tprop set to music."
the 'music. "Glad to be Gay" see.ms to
TRB's lyrics r.eflect th~t attitude; the
..
·
have that same spark, very listenahle
s;ongs.are easy to•sing along with and yet
they ,i.re relev~nL- There are no sloppy · · and yet the message gets delivered with
unavoidable impact. The ability to
love songs or ''oh, what a- gay day"
educate
without having to propagandize
(Tom~s phrase) tunes;. The lyrics are as
is
the
real
power of rock music.
hard.:hitting as.jhe ,nusic and it's that
"(Sing ifYou~re) Glad to be Gay" is a
quick one-twoJ~,the head that puts the
song of great force. The first time
message across. ··•
•·
. .
Robinson performed it was at a Gay
According fo. Rohinson, the music is
Pride
Rally in Hyde Park. According to
more importan{ than the lyrics if you
Tom,
wish to make your message accessible.
''Who changed ~ociety more? Elvis [Presky]' or Country Joe McDon~ld? Elvi ~ or
the- MC 5? If we can get one kid out of
1,000 to quit Paki-bashing or queerbashing we'll · have accomplished something. But we've got to deliver straightdown-the-line rock ... It has to be the ·
music that people en_jny before .\VC can no
anything else with it."

Robinson's connection with the new
wave is simple see. Nottha:t his music
is, all that original (though it may be a
unique fusion of various rock forms)
hut the feeling and power. that he injects
into it is a refreshing change to the
escapist fluff that now . passes for rock
(Fleetwood Mac, Jefferson Starship,
Yes, Eagles, eta/.). I am reminded more

to
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. "Halfway through singing it a message
came through from the· police: 'If he
doesn't shut' up we'll arrest him.' I had to
stop in mid-song. Mind you, [it] isn't the
most pro-police song. A real heavy show
. of strength- like, 'You may .think you're
liber.:ited, but just don't come it!"

· One can see 't hat the· song has pro. gressed a long way, now that predominantly . heterosexual audiences are
singing along on the chorus. For those
who have not heard the song, "GTBG"
is a biting satirical attack on police repression in the bars, reactionary
editorials in the newspapers, "queer.· bashing" ("Don't try to kid us that if
_you're discreet/ You're perfectly safe as
you walk down the street/ You don't

Capitol EMI. Entitled "Power in the
Darkness," it contains ten new songs,
all but one of which are highly political.
Included are "Ain't Gonna Take It,"
"You Gotta Survive," "Winter of '79"
(about one man's political conversion in
the face of repression), "Long Hot
Summer," ''You Better Decide Which
Side · You're On," "Up Against the
Wall" (a right-wing a~thority speaks
out against blacks, gays, scroungers,
long hairs, etc.), "The Man You Nev·e r
Saw," "Too Qood to be True," "Grey
Cortina" (a non-political tune for the
car of his dreams) and the title track. It is
produced by Chris Thomas who has
previously worked with the Sex Pistols,
Roxy Music, and Proco! Hamm. The
group is managed by Steve O'Rourke
(who also manages Pink Floyd).
The Tom Robinson Band at the time
of recording consisted of four members
(the k'eyboardist has since left). Robinson, 27, plays bass and sings lead vocals.
Danny K ustow, the macho lead
guitarist, is the ,c o-frontman for the
band and helps shift the focus off the
political issues and onto the music.
Robinson sees Kustow as his necessary
foil, especially in songs like "Glad to be
Gay" where Kustow's back-up vocals
bring the band over an obvious hump in
the show. His closest · resemblance,
musically, is to Keith Richards of the
Stones, particularly in his close packing
. of notes and in the firebrand power he
. brings to the performances. Brian
"Dolphin" Taylor, the drummer, is a
. proficient rock musician who knows the
importance of a compelling beat. Mark
Ambler added the right improvisational
touch with his keyboards, which helped
in smoothing out the roughness. Just
sixteen when he joined the group last
year, his interest is in more musically
progressive bands like Gong and Soft
l\1achine. Robinson prefers a tightfisted, no-nonsense approach to music,
and . stresses the importance of the '
simplicity -of the music 'tYithout betraying its power. "The secret to playing
three chords is to mean .three chords as
you _play them. No amount of fancy
technique will put that over.''
have to mince or make ·bitchy remarks/
Hopefully, when TRB tours .in June
To get beaten unconscious and lift in
they will come up to Boston. If they do,
it will probably be to one of the local
the dark"), and traitors to the cause
rock clubs (Cantone's, the Rat, or the
(" Lie to your workmates, lie to your
Club). The decor is not what you find in
folks/ Put down the queens, tell antithe discos (bring out your faded blue
queer jokes"). The music is rather
jeans and dated t-sliirts), but go anyanthem-like
and
strident,
and
Robinson's slightly grat.ing vocals push • way. The Boston rock scene is very open
towards sexual preference and it should
the lyrics right up front. The song is
actually a follow-up to a song Tom ✓ be a great show.
The Tom Robinson Band ma, not
wrote in 1975 for CHE that was simply
push the Bee Gees out of top place on the
called "Glad to be Gay" which expounded the fact that "It's a natural
sales charts btit they are sure to make a
good showing. Success will not spoil
fact that it's good to be gay." The next
year proved to him that other people did
Robinson, however, and he says that if
he ever sells out his fans should throw
not feel the same way he did and the
rocks at his Rolls (if he ever gets past
conservative backlash led to a much
that Ford Cortina). At the very least,
iougher sequel.
TRB is provi-ng that it is not ana<;llron"(Sing)" is recorded live and was
istic to show commitment. But enough
origfnally released on the "TRB
of this: I've got to go back to listening to
Rising" EP with three other live songs:
•~Right On Sister," showing solidarity
the album.
with our fighting sisters; "Don't Take
* * *
No for an Answer," about Kink Ray
I am interested in seeing if there is any
Davies, to whom Robinson was once
response to the new wave music in thesigned; and "Marttn," a vaudevillian
gay community. If you have any
tribute to a fictitious brother. These
comments, views, or questions concernsongs, along with TR B's first single, "2ing this new phase of rock, I would be
4-6-8 Motorway," and its flip, "I Shall
anxious.to hear from you and I will try
be Released" . have been repackaged on
to answer to the best of my knowledge~
a 12" disc and are included as a bonus in
Write care ofGCN and I will also write
the new album to be released May 22 on
to tell you where to hear the new rock on

the radio and where togo to see it . ..

usical · Outreach
ByPatM. Kuras .
The "Music in Women," a series of
four benefit concerts, has been
launched through the co-operative
efforts of Jacqui Mac (manager of
Boston Club '76) and Jill Heine and
Juanita Colon, two program directors
from . the Massachusetts Correctional
Institution at Framingham. The concerts share a two-fold purpose: to act as
fundraisers to provide opportunities/
entertainment for MCI residents and to
open communication with the outside
community and MCI.
Two of these benefits have already
taken place. On May Day, Jacqui Mac
presented a disco for residents and their
guests at MCI-Framingham, while on
May 14, direct from New York City,
Baby Bones and Company appeared at
Jacqui's Club '76. The third event is a
huge concert of local Boston talent.
This event will not be open to the public,
,as it is being presented for MCI residents. However, the fourth. and final
event will be a re-creation of that concert, which will be open to the pu hlic.
The formation of the "Music 1n
Women'' series happened through a
neat quirk of fate - individuals coming
together and sharing dreams . Juanita
Colon, Recreation Officer at the prison,
is also a member of La Triba, an
astounding women's percussion group.
La Triba had their first- official gig at
MCI-Framingham last summer. Experiencing La Triba is an electrifying
event, a 1d the Framingham residents
were ecstatic. Jill Heine, currently
Director of Community Services · at
MCI, was just a volunteer at that time
last year, and the residents' response to
La Triba was so overwhelming, it left a
definite impact on her. She envisioned
providing drum classes for the inmates .
.For several months, her dreams lay
dormant.
,
Jacqui Mac is active in various
aspect~ of the music industry; however,
she is probably most noted for her
accomplishments as a woman disc
jockey. (She was recently honored by
the First Annual Women's Disco DJ
Awards.) She has acted as DJ at
Provincetown's ever-popular Pied
Piper and her own Club '76 hete in
Boston.
Ja_cqui met Juanita and Jill through a
conga class in which they were all en- ,_
rolled as students. They were well aware
of each other's musical talents/interests. It was only a short matter of
time before their ideas clicked and
connected. Jill and Juanita asked
Jacqui to do a disco at MCI sometime.
This was ironic, as Jacqui had been considering the idea of producing a series of
concerts for the prison.
Perhaps some discussion of the institution would be helpful at this point.
MCI-Framingham is the one ,and only
state prison for woinen .in Massachusetts. In 1973, the prison went co-ed. Jill
Hein explains, "People who were doing
. well at Walpole, Concord [etc.] get
. classified to come to MCI '[Framing-:
ham] as a step outward for them." They
are approximately "100 women and 30
·
··
· men'' there.
I was saddened to hear of the dis-:
appointments that have plagued the ,
residents at MCI. As Jill says, "We've
had bands come in [to play] that have
been fantastic and donated their ser- ·
vices. But a lot of [the] time, bands
don't have the transportation, so it costs
them to come up and they're really
hesitant. I can understand that." Many
times, bands have made a commitment
play and simply do not show up. The
people at MCI anxiously await their
nightly r'ecreatton, and when a band
fails to show, it is a crushing disappointment. Sometimes a band will call to

to

cancel a half-hour after they were
scheduled to begin their opening set;
some just don't call at all. When you're
stuck on the inside and can't get out,
you don't need so111eone ruining you r
free time through their irresponsibility .
It just isn't fair.
However, anyone at the prison cart
attest to the fact that there were no disappointments when Jacqui Mac came to
play. The May Day disco was a booming
success, and MCI folks are frantically
begging for Jacqu i's re.tum. It was a
wild night and, to rely on a cliche, ·the
place was really smokin'. Well after the
music ended, people were still dancing
in their cottages. It was a unique change
for Jacqui, who is accustomed to
playing to club crowds. At a club, if r
people dislike a particular song, they
will simply sit it out and wait for the next

anger [and] aggressio_n," as well as
"get[ting] them [the residents] to use
their bodies in a constructive way. It
gives them a sense of who they are and
[a] sense of self-confidence.''
On May 14, Jacqui Mac's club '76
presented Baby Bones and Company in
a benefit performance to support the
"Music in Women" series. Baby Bones
is marvelously described as "cosmicspunkdiscocabarock". These three gay
men provide the most unusual and entertaining night ofmusic/dance(theater
that I have experienced in a long time.
They were well-received at the Sahara, a
women's disco in NYC, and will be
touring eastern Massachusetts. David
Brenowitz is the dynamic drummer and
Ken Ste.vens is tbe keyboard maestr9
who lends supporting vocals. With his
platform boots, silver-sheen suit; and

A massive concert is in the works for
June 7 at MCI-Framingham; however ,
it is open only to the residents. On .
Wednesday, June 21, that same concen
will be repeated for the public at the
Arlington Street Church at 7:30 in the
evening. The p.a. and sound system are
being donated by Lioness Sound, an allwomen sound company. As of this
writing, several local women artists will
be on hand to perform. They are: Carol
Berman, Donna Price, Ellie Lee & Ellie ·
Cutler, Sherli Sherwood, Michelle
Ga bow, Debbie Houston, and Jodie
Shapiro. The concert promises to be
exciting, and tickets will be available the
first week in June at New Words, Redhook, and Strawberries. Volunteer·s are
. needed for setting up chairs and general
servicing throughout the concert. You
may contact Jacqui Mac at Club '76 or

Baby Bones and Company_
one- but not the gang at MCI!
Jacqui gleefully recalls, "Oh, yeah.
That audience was right there, honey.
They didn't let 3 bars of music get out of ·
those speakers without telling me
whether they liked it-or not. And ff they
didn't like it, you took it off the turntable in 30 seconds. I remember there
was one song, and a woman in the
audience said, 'You can cut that now.
That's enough, cool it. Jill, do you think
she heard me? I said she can cut it.' Jt
was wonderful!" .
There was nothing tough or malicious
in the woman's "request". Quite the
opposite, it was pure and innocent. At
Jacqui's jailhouse rock, the residents ·
weren't merely an audience; they were .
fullparticipants, completely attuned to .
thetnusic.
Jacqui's disco was the first step in
establishing a link between the prison
and the outside community. The people
oF,MCI love music and Jacqui, Jill and
Juanita hope to obtain musical instruments for the inmates, plus initiate a
netwo_rk of · music teachers · offering
classes. There are · many areas · to the ,•
total outreach program but music·, as
Jacqui states," [is] the dimension that's
the, m9st influential." Jill is excited
about upcoming music programs, as .
well as the prison's other activities sports, yoga, theater. As she says,. such
progr.aro.~_are "a way to get out a lot of

bald noggin, Paul Vanase is the ultimate
Jill Heine at MCI-Framingham for any
space cherub gone mad. My particular
assistance you may be able to offer.
favorites in the performance were
Jacqui, Jill and J,uanita are highly
"Dead Movie Star" and, of course, the
impressed · with the progress of the
witchy . "Wonderful Woman," which
project. Jacqui says "there's a lot . of ·
Paul dedicated to the predominantly
_hard work involved - writer's cramp~
women's audience.
sweating, hoarse voices from the phone,
The response to Baby Bones was
but it pays off and it's fun." They have
mixed. Some of thdr material would
come into contact with sincere people
have been better suited to a strictly gay
offering individual services and talents,
male audience. The appearance of Baby
not to mention lasting .friendships. The
Bones caused several bewildered bar
''Music in Women'' series appears to be
patrons to scratch their heads and
beneficial and enriching ,to everyone
trickle from the bar- to seek more approinvolved.
priate pastures. Yet what is essential to .
So often with collective projects, one
note .is that these fine gay men permember falls through and doesn't come
formed a · benefit _in support of a
through on commitments; but Jacqui,
women's project. As Jacqui states: - Jill and Juanita have done a tremendous
"Music is neuter. It's part of a. creative
co-:-operative job. Jacqui says, "It's
· process and it can .identify with . every. such an incredible high. to work with
one. The objective ofthis benefit is for
people who are equally responsible."
women. Musicians [Baby Bones], who
They are appreciative of each other and .
are male~ [are] sharing their supporr-for
their individual talents . .
the need for people to exp_e rience music .
In the words of Jacqui Mac, the .
and those people. are women. ·I feel
"Music in Women" series .has become
that the men of Baby . Bones deserve
'' a concept of not only gathering money
applause
for
their
unifying
to use inside t.he prison but also to ·
consciousness, as well as their ''cosmic
establish a once-and-for-all open netspunk." .
work between the outside community
· By the way, the publicity posters f <>r · and the inmates." The three women
the Baby Bones/Framingham benefit' ,· hope . to obtain donated second-hand
were designed by Sanoe Talaro, a
instruments and establish a network of
woman graphic artist. The poster shows
teachers donating time and energy to
a caged dove, ,and the dove consists of a
conduct classes.
collage of women's faces from MCI.
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That's where the Gay Health Collective of
Boston is. At the Fenway Community Health
Center, 16 Haviland Street. Gay nurses,
physician assistants, and physicians to care
for your medical needs. Supportively.
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think straight
be Gay
Over 600 Good Gay & Lesbian titles, including:
OUR RIGHT 'To LOVE,
.
A Lesbian Resource Book ....... $10.95
THE -CHURCH & THE HOMOSEXUAL,
-Paperback . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.25
A FAMILY MATTER, Parents Guide
to Homosexuality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.95
LOVING SOMEONE GAY... . ...... 1.95
TAKING CARE OF MRS. CARROLL.. 7.95
GROWING UP GAY, revised. . ...... 1.25
LESBIAN A'ND GAY
.25
PERIODICAL LISTING . . . . . . . . . .
On mail orders, add 25¢: per item, minimum 60¢:
Send 25<t to receive catalog.

(212) 255-8097

Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop
15 Chri stopher Street, New York City 10014

Hard

Gas Perm

Soft (B&L)

$100*

$150*

$175*

(Credit Cards Accepted)

Also, no-boil and astigmatic soft lens.

Call For Consumer Info
353-1550
Dr. Richard T. Montross
665 Beacon Street, Suite 303
Boston, Mass. 02215
'Single vision lenses exclusive of professional fees.

PAPERBACKS
BOOKS
RECORDS
GAMES .

TAPES

GREETING CARDS

Free
Parking
CHARLES RIVER PlAZA
173 CAMBRIDGE STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
02114

617} 523-5195
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feminist- oriented services
to our community

Begin in New York and share two or three days
aboard the luxurious S.S. AMERICA. It's a cruise to
"Nowhere" which will bring you to a different port of
happiness. So mu_ch more satisfying than those dreadfully
hot & sticky city weekends and crowded clubs & lounges.
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....._, 2 Day Cruises from $135 r.1'~~"
3 Day Crnises from $199rlr~~"
~
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An Evening with
By Warren Blumenfeld
The classroom was like a small
auditorium with stepped aisles goin!..' up
and back twenty or thirty rows. In front
of the room was a podium placed upon a
stationary counter. A black board
(green) was on the wall nearest the
counter. The seating capacity of the
room was 400. Counting those standing
in the back, there were at least 475
people staring down al us.
We were seated between a small table
and the counter. There were three of us,
a lesbian and two gay men, speaking to a
group of sociology and psychology
students at Dean Jr. College in Franklin, Mass. on the evening of May 3.
.At first all of us were really nervous,
owing in part to some of the comments
we heard while waiting to go in. Not
knowing who we were, some students
saiJ things like, "lain't staying long to
hear THEM", or "I don't see why we
have to go listen to homo's anyway." It
became clear to us that they were required by their professors to attend this
discussion of gayness led by three representatives of the Gay Speakers Bureau.
Carrying their notebooks and pens, they
slid into the room and many sat down as
far back as possible.
When we entered the room, the first
two rows were completely empty. The
atmosphere was frenzied. All eyes
turned in our direction and nervous
giggles rang out as we walked to the
front of the room. We placed our supply
of GCNs and Sojourners on the counter
and took our seats.
The professor whom I had talked
with a few times over the past three
weeks came and greeted us. "I saw you
all standing outside, but I didn't realize
you were the speakers ," he said. "You
all look so young." We didn't know
~xactly what he meant by that comment,
as he extended his hand.
"Well, it's all yours," he continued.
''You can handle it any way you wish.''
In the car on the way to Franklin, we
had decided to give a short introduction
about ourselves, then open it up to a
question/answer session. I was the first
to speak. I gave a brief comment about
the speakers bureau; that we were an
educational
organization
sending
speakers on request to civic gr~ups,
schools, hospitals, religious organiza:..
tions, etc. Then I told them a bit about
myself, that I am a teacher of handicapped children and among the courses
I teach are academic subjects and sexeducation. I also helped to write the sexed curriculum for the school where I
work. When I mentioned this, mouths
in the audience visibly opened;
questions werebeing formulated.
Nancy Wechsler was the next to
speak. She gave a brief background
about her involvement with the Gay
Community News as acting news editor
and touched somewhat on her personal
life: her lover, her family, her realization of her own lesbianism.

Allan Singer then spoke about his
interests in psychology and his study in
the area of human interactions. Then he
invited everyon~ to join him in some
deep breathing relaxation exercises.
This helped to ease some of the tension
floating around. Some people closed
their eyes while others simply took deep
breaths. Then Allan said, "I would like
to try a simple experiment. I am going to
say one word ,and I would ask you to
allow yourselves to center on the first
image or word that comes to your mind.
Ready? The word is 'homosexual'."
After a moment break, we opened up
the floor to questions. Most of the
questions centered around the following
areas: our relationships with our
parents and straight people; whether or
not as gay people we wanted to have
children; i( we did have children, what
influence we would have in determining
our child's sexuality; the influence gay
teachersbaveon students; our opinion of
Anita Bryant and orange juice; the
prevalence of role-playing in gay relationships; whether or not we have had a
sexual relationship with someone of the
opposite sex; what forms of discrimination we have felt in the past, while
growing up, and recently in our everyday lives; whether or not we think we
will be gay for the rest of our lives; what
we are looking for in a lover; the things
we would like to see changed in our
society; the reasons for our gayness; our
opinions about marriage, monogamy,
motherhood, and members of the
op"posite sex.
·
The questions were presented in a
variety pf ways . Some were stated with
obvious hostility , some with fear , concern, ignorance , naivete, ridi~ule.
Though there were many emotions
traveling around, most eyes were fixed
on us and few people left the room
before two full hours had lapsed. About
half stayed for the entire two and onehalf hours. The security guard eventually had to throw us out for staying over
time.
·
Our responses to their questions
varied. Since most of the questions centered around the relationships of gays
and children, Nancy in parti_c ular threw
the questions back to them. "Where is
your question coming from?" was one
of her responses. "\,\That concerns do
YOU have for asking this?" "What
have you heard about gays and children?P These students seemed to have
difficulty accepting gays as parents and
teachers; however, a good give and take
discussion did develop around this
topic.
This approach o'f throwing questions
back sparked thoughts in me of my own
college experiences. For the _most part,
most of my college education courses
were pretty worthless, but one statement a professor of mine made to us
stands o'ut in my mind. "The word
'teach' does not mean 'to put information into minds', but rather it means 'to
pull out what is already _the:e'." _By
having these students at this d1scuss1on
·understand their own motives, they

Departures Starting With The-June 30th Weekend
& Extending Through The Columbus Day Weekend.
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the Gay Speakers Burea·u ,,:
probably got more out of the evening
than ifwe had merely routinely answered each question placed before us.
We did, however, answer specific
questions. With the use of the green
board, Allan explained the incidence of
gayness as mentioned in the Kinsey
studies; I stated that what I am looking
for in another man is the trust to shed
tears and share joys, ~omeone with
whom I can go to the movies and the
symphony, someone from whom I can
ask for space alone, and someone with
whom I share good sex; Nancy said that
one day she might wish to have a child,
but right now she is undecided.
After we all answered a few questions, I came bad: to Allan's initial
exercise. I wanted to hear their
responses to the word 'homosexual'.
After some reluctance, a few brave individuals shouted out words like: sick,
perverted, gross, transvestites, gay,
queer. Momentum soon built up and
others echoed these same words. Then a
woman from the back of the room said,
"OK, now that we said what we were
thinking, what is the first word that
comes to your mind when I say the word
'straight' ". Without thinking, I shouted, 'boring'. I'm sure I blushed a bit as
people began to laugh and applaud.
This comic relief was sorely needed· to
- clear the air and let people relax into
their seats.
·
During the evening, many other
notable incidents occurre~. but one that
particularly sticks out in my mind is
when one of the students asked, "What
kinds of discrimination and oppression
do you feel?" As the three of us were
deciding which one would a nswer, from
outside in the hall came a booming,
"YOU FUCK IN' QUEERS". This
seemed to be coincidental to the previous question, but it did startle those or
us inside the room. One ohis picked up
the question by saying, -"Well, . for one
thing, comments like that one out in the ,
corridor are a form of oppression. This
can by psychologically damaging if you
don'·t have the support of other gay
people." A few of the students apologized for the comment and we
continued with the questioning.
Another type of question that kept
coming up concerned itself with the
causes of- gayness. Translated into a
statement, many students felt we were
gay because of bad encounters we had
had _in our past with members of the
opposite sex. We dealt with this
question by having them look at the
reasons why some of them are attracted
to members of the opposite sex. I made a
simple distinction, "We are gay not because we are repulsed by members of the
opposite sex· but rather because we are
attracted to members of the same sex.
Gayness is a positive attraction toward,
not a reaction away from.''
The evening ended at 9:30, some two
and one-half hours after it began. There
is no accurate way to measure how much
these students actually got frqm us, but
one thing is dear. The very fact of our
presence placed the issue of gayness
before them. They at least know now
that we are real people instead of mere
slanted news stories in the newspap'ers,
on radios and TV, or simply the easy
target of comedians in their jokes and
police in their raids. Maybe they will
think · twice before they automatically
put down gay people; maybe we will be
seeing some of them in our Gay Pride
demonstrations,
bars,
and
organizations, because I am certain that
fo such a large group i:nan:v were themselves gay, but for various reasons felt
that they could not come out.

Th~se may be high hopes, but I am
certain of one thing: Allan, Nancy and I
came away with the feeling that we
learned something, as other speakers
from the bureau have on previous
engagements. Each time we speak, our
own . gayness becomes more secure,
more positive.
The evening at Dean Community
College was the culmination of three
weeks planning between myself, the
professor, and the other speakers. The
engagement allowed me to appear in
front of the group, but usually I am on
the other side of the speaking, usually
behind the scenes. As coordinator of the
Gay Speakers Bureau, my major
function is to match sprnkers with
engagements. At times I _feel like a
juggler doing a balancing act. Some
speakers do not want to go into a setting
which might be hostile, while some
thrive where lots of hostility flows.
Some will not appear in front of groups
over 25 in number while others love
groups over 200. Some have cars ~rnd

others do not. Matching people with
speaking engagements if often frustrating and seemingly impossible, but
somehow it always works out.
Some of the calls that I receive for
engagements have come from professors of psychology or sociology courses
in. a local college or university. They
would begin by saying, '' I teach a course
in abnormal psychology." or "I coteach a course in social deviancy and I
would like one or two speakers to talk
on the topic of homosexuality." It is
·amazing how many times I hear rhe
words "deviant" or "abnormal" in my
conversations with professors. Most
often, however, when a professor or
school official calls, they state that they
are holding human sexuality seminars
which arc open to the entire ,school and
would like some Gay speakers.
An interesting call that I received recently was from a woman who teaches
sex-ed in South Boston to 25 teen-agers
between the ages of 13 and 19. All of
these students have dropped out of high
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school and most have had run-ins with
the law. Some have been in jail. The
teacher is attempting t6 cut .into their
negative opinions gayness, especially
for those who have been sexually abused
by other inmates in jail. "Please have a
speaker come to my class next week to
speak to my students. They-all have such
negative attitudes about Gay people and
those ·who were sexually assaulted in jail
have so much anger and hostility that
, maybe your group can help them to see
that all gay people do not conform to
their stereotypes. It will be a difficult
job, but an exciting one for your
speakers."
"I'm sure it will be . " I replied. I
assured her that I would be able to send
speakers who would enjoy speaking to
her group. I told her that I always try to
send at least one Lesbian and one Gay
man to each engagement and after I
lined them up, they would be contacting
her.
When I recr.ive a call, I have standard
questions. I want to know the size of the
group, the location of the engagement,
the day and time, and a general background of the group members. This
could also include a question about the
areas of gayness that have been discussed previous.ly in the class or group. I
also tell the caller that we do accept
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The following is the complete text of a
speech delivered May 8, 1978 in support
of the feminist . occupiers . of the
Collegian offices at UMass, Amherst.
The occupation was the result of an un-.
successful attempt to negotiate for
adequate coverage of women's news in
the newspaper..
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Join us in aToast!

By Andrea Dworkin
In BerEn, in the late 1920'.s, Joseph
Goebbels, soo_n to be N<!-zi Minister of
Propaga1 da under Hitler, organiz;ed an
antisemitic propaganda ..campaign that
took the form of cartoons. Th~se cartoons all ridiculeq one jndividual, a
Jewish police official. In one cartoon
this man, broadly caricatured with a
huge, crooked nose and derisively nickm.med "Isidor," is sitting on a pavement. H e is leaning against a lamppost.
A rope is around his neck. Flags emblazoned with swastikas fly from the
rooftops. The caption reads: "For him
too, Ash Wednesday will come."
"Isidor" became a mocking synonym
for Jew: the cartoons became a vehicle
for attributing repulsive characteristics
and behaviors· to Jews as a group. The
group official sued Goebbels to stop
publication of the libelous, maliciou s
material. ·Goebbels, making full use of
democratic protections insuring free
speech, was acquitted. On appeal, his
acquittal was upheld because the court
equated the word Jew with Protestant
or Catholic. If tµere was no insult
involved in calling a Protestant a
Protesta-nt, bow could there by injury in
calling a Jew a Jew?
In a world with no history of persecuting Jews because they are Jews, the
decision would have made sense. But in
this world, the one we still live in, all
words do not have equal weight. Some
words can be used to provoke the
deepest hatred, the most resilient impulses toward slaughter. Jew is one such
word. Goebbels used it cynically, with
cunning, to provoke a genocide , of
nearly unparalleled monstrosity.
Another word that can be manipulated to induce both fear and violence is the
word lesbian. In a time of burgeoning
feminism, it is this word that spreaders
· of hate spit, whisper, and shout with
varying degrees of contempt , ridicule,
and threat.
We cannot affordto make the mistake
made by the pre-Nazi G erman court: we
cannot afford to overlook the real
power and the real meaning of words or
the real uses to which words are put.
It is no secret that fear and hatred of
homosexual s permeate our so ciety. Bu t
the contempt fo r lesbians is di sti nct. It is
directly rooted in the ab horence of the
selfthe
woman,
self-defined
determining woman, the woman who is
not controlled by male need, imperative, or manlp Jlation. Contempt for
les'~ians is most oftt' n a political
repudiation of women who organi ze in
their own behalf to achieve· public
presence, significant power, visible
integrity.
Enemies of women, those who are
determined to u .ny us freedom and
dignity, use the wcrd lesbian to provoke
a hatred of women who do not conform.
This hat red rumbles everywhere. This
hatred is sustained and expressed by
virtually every institution . W hen male
power is challenged, this hatred can be
intensified and inflamed so that it is
vola tile, palpable. The threat is that this
1
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hatred will explode into violence. The
threat is omnipresent because violence
against women is culturally applauded.
And so the word lesbian, hurled or
whispered as accusation, is used to
focus male hostility on wome·n who dare
to rebel, and it is also used to frighten
and bully women °wbo have not yet
rebelled.
When a word is used to provoke
hatred, it does not matter what the word
actually means. Wnat ·matters is only
what the haters insist it means - the
meaning they give it, the common
prejudices they exploit. In the case of
the word lesbian, the haters use it to
impute a gross, deviant masculinity to
the uppity woman who insists on taking
her place in the world. To women raised
to be beautifu l, compliant, and
·desirable (aJl in male terms), the word
lesbian connotes a foul, repellent abnormality . It brings up women's deep
dread of exile, isolation, and punishment. For women controlled by men , it
means damnation.
It is horrifying, but not surprising,
that the males on the Collegian - these
· boys who before your very eyes are becoining men - have used the word lesbian in the malicious way I have just
described . With contempt and ridicule,
they have been waging a furtive, ruthless propaganda campaign against the
feminist occupiers. They are using the
word lesbian to rouse the most virulent
woman-hating on this campus. They are
using the word lesbian to direct male
hostility and aggression against th e
feminist occupiers. They are using the
word lesbian to dismiss every just
charge the feminist occupiers have madeagainst them. They are using the won
lesbian to justify their own rigil,
opposition to the simple and eminently
reasonable demands these women have
made. They are using the word lesbian
to hide the true history of their own
woman-hating malice in running that
utterly
pretentious,
corrupt,
hypocritical newspaper. They are using
the wqrd lesbian to 'cover over the
threats of violence maae before the
occupation against the head of the
Women's Departme1:t . - threats of
violence made by her -male colleagues.
They are using the word lesbian to cover
up their consistent, belligerent refu sal to
publish crucial wo men's news. And,
painfully but inevita bl y, they are us ing
the word lesbia n to di vide women from
women , to keep women staffers in line,
to di scourage them from associa ting
with feminists or thinking fo r themselves. Intimidat ed by the maliciou s use
of the word lesbian , wo men are afraid
of guilt by association . Hearing the
derisi o n and the threats, good gi rls,
sma rt girl s, do what is expected of them.
Feminists are occupying the o ffices of
the Collegian because words matter.
Words can be used to educate, to
clarify, to inform, to illuminate. Words
can also be used to intimidate, to
tf-treaten, to insult, to coerce, to incite
hatred, to encourage ignorance. Words
can make us better or worse people,
more
or
compassionate
more
prejudiced, more generous er more
cruel. Words matter because words
significantly determine what we ~now
and what we do. Words change us o r
keep us the same. Women, deprived of
words, are deprived of life . Wo men,
deprived of a foru m of wo rd s, are
dep1 ived of the p ower necessary to
ePsure both survival a nd well-being.
Continued on page 15
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B_'y liric Rogers
Memorial Day ·weekend is upon us
and P'town is kicking off the '78
season! Among the highlights of the
weekend will be Village People benefit
concert at the Town Hall, several new
restaurants opening on Commercial
. Street, and the opening of the Before &
After Cafe in the Pilgrim House· Hotel.
Hosts at the cafe are Gary Frede.ricks
and Jim Foss of Boston and I'm told
that the atmosphere and food
be
wonderful. Drop by for a cup ·of coffee
and some pastry and welcome the boys
to P'tow.n.
Also arriving in P'town this week is
GCN's advertising rep. Ken Sjonnesen.
Ken will be in P'town all summer, so
GCN advertisers._should be on the look
out for him. He's there to facilitate advertising accounts on the Cape for the
paper.
Speaking of good food, one doesn't
have to go to the Cape to have a
delicious meal. Darts is now serving an
international lunch from 11 am-4pm
daily. Stop by and taste the quiche .. ,
TW's, the new catering service, is
serving tremendous food for your next
party. They can handle crowds as well as
quiet dinners for two. Call them at
536-8200 ... Sporters is having a Bikini
Dance Contest for Memorial Day ...
sound;exciting ...
"Who designed this place?" is the
question everyone is asking these days
around the Regency Health Center. The
new carpeting, psychedelic stripes on a
chocolate-brown background, and the
renovated lounge are bringing more and
more people to the Regency's Four-forA II nights from 4-9pm Tuesdays
through Fridays . , . . Answer to the
question: Dick Woods is the designer
extraordinare ...
The Bar is featuring Quarter Night on
Sunday night from 8 pm till 12 midnight
.. . For a $4 admission all drinks are
25¢ ... , Tuesdays is Beer Bust Night,
25¢ draft beer and 50¢ for bar drinks
,, . with a $1 cover . . . And Wednesday
·nights it's Quarter Night again, with
only a $2 admission ... On Friday and
Saturday nights there is free admission,
so stop by The Bar . ..
The Boston Men's Center is holding a
Men's Sharing Evening on Tuesday
night, May 23 at 7 p.m. at the Somerville
Multiservice Genter, I Summer St. The

will
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evening will include a workshop on how
·OFF S'EASON .._.,
men judge men physically, and a masRATES~ . · ~ ,Vt
sage workshop ... Nightclub Cantata,
special "2" DAY RATE~
the Obie award winning off-Broadway
ALL WEEK LONG
•
musical revue, directed and composed
Singles
_
$20]FOR
by Elizabeth Swados, will be on WGBH
H\ilHTTS :l"()(;(H:
Obis. _$25
2
..,;\' SE-.;si,: !ff -\\ El, l:,HEJ-.;(;.,_
· Channel 2 TV on Tuesday, May 23 at 9
Obis. w/b $35
NIGHTS
p.m. For those· of ybu who remember,.
SEPT. 15-JUNE 15 (except holidays)
out stories on the show by Jim Marko,
,.. , · Reservatlons$uggested
hesurenottomissir. ..
12 Johnson St., Provincetown 02567
Craig Russell's Outrageous will be
(617) 487-0138
.
,ton. _a~:' \ - ·,
.
_ ,
showing Sunday through Tuesday, May
I
· , ·.
26,&-030.0 . , / i
~:-(
_:_ 't,:-~_-,;_·:~ .:~-,.-.··~.:._, ·-~r~~,-~% 4 - - - - - -- - " - - " -- - - - - - - - ' - - - .
28-30 at 7 and 9·pm at the Nickelodeon I .. __.. _ .1:v'. ,: ' -r~n\:J~_
Fine Arts Ce.nter, 19 Summer St., May- .
nard, Mass . ... The Lesbians & Gay
Teachers Group wil1 have their second
meeting on Wednesday, May 24, at 7
p.m. at 355 Boylston St. in Boston.
Please be there on time. D9n't miss the
formation of this new group ...
The Manufacturing Company wiJl
· perform Employees Only, a play about
work, at the Charles Street Meeting
House on Wednesdays through SaturFunei'aJ Designs ·- Hospital - Birthday - Anniversories days, May 24-27, and May 31-J une 3 at"
Holiday C~nterpieces, and any other special occasion.
8:30 p.m. each evening ... The show is
Located in the Heart ·of the New South End
composed of several vignettes, each
Flowers Wired ,
focusing on contradictions within workAll Major
Anywhere In The
Flowers and Plants For
ing relationships and the work process.
World
. All Occasions
Credit Cards
It sounds interesting, so put it in on your
Accepted
Delivered Local~
calendar . . . -.
The Esplanade is · blooming these ·
- 247-3500
478 Columbus Ave., Boston
days, with lots of suntanned bathing
beauties and joggers. It's so nice to have
the warm weather back and a little excitment back in the city ... Enjoy .. -.
The social event of the season has
recovered from an initial setback and is
hack on the calendar with a new date.
Spring for GCN, an all-day benefit
sponsored by the Community for GCN,
Kitchen open al I day.
will be held Sunday June 18 from noon
until 2am at The Club Max at Park Sq.
Lounge wiJI be open featuring
The Club is literally being.handed over
happy hour prices and
on a silver platter to the benefit committee thanks to the remarkable ·cooperadraft beer
tion of JohnBurr, the Max's general
manager. The club's dress code has been
suspended for the day and drink prices
will be lowered. Tickets are $5. (a steal
for a buffet, disco tea -dance, auction,
fashion show and dance contest).
Further information is available from ·
co-chairpeople Michael Campbell
267-0587 or Judy Previte at 247-7441.
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Free hot and cold
beverages for our
patrons
Friday Night
Mic/night Show

Dworkin

Bil 4 Ullit Sllow

Continued from page 14

When all news pertaining to women is
omitted from a newspaper, or distorted
beyond recognition, a crime is ·being
committed against women. It.is a bitter
irony that this crime is euphemistically
called "objective journalism." It is
another bitter frony that when women
attempt to stop the, crime, they are
accused of impeding something called
"free speech ." It is interesting that the
phrase "objective journalism" always means the exclusion of hard-hitting
women's news and it is curious how the
valiant defenders of so-called free
speech threaten violence to shut women
up. Maqdsts call these perplexing
phenomena
"contradictions."

Feminists call them facts.
I say to you that the men who control
the Collegian have usect words to foster
ignorance and to encourage bigotry; to
keep women invisible, misinformed,
and silent; to 'threaten and bully; to
ridicule· ·a nd demean . It is shameful to
continue · to tolerate their flagrant
contempt for women, for lesbians; for
words, for news, for simple fairness and
equity. It is honorable and right to take
from them the' power they have so
abused. I hope that you will strip them
of it altogether. In the words of the greaJ
Emmeline Pankhurst, "I incite this
meeting to rebellion .''

!@u~ a $ubscripfion
for a Gf rfona!

-®

Bob I Ted I Daryl I Alex

Men Bttwffn Tbemsil,es

Writers Delight

Long John

Kansas City Trucking Co.

X·RATED·
ALL MALE
CAST

TOby in L.A.
I2 Faces ol Love
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TV

A Poor Showi ng

MONDAY, MEMORIAL DAY
A Bikini Disco Contest
Enjoy your day at the Beach
or on the Esplanade
and join us at 4 p.m.
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RETIREMENT PLANNING FROM
A GAY PERSPECTIVE
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FIFTH
WOMEN'S

PROUDLY ANNOUNCING THE

Champaign, Illinois

CASSE

REYNOLDS
JUNE 13-18

CULVER

ALIVE!
KAY

GARDNER

and new fr.om MontanaCHEAP COLOGNE
Six days of fine feminist music

·MAY 17-23

DORIAN GAY DIARY OF M
MAY 24-30

A Taste of Beefcake
Kiss Today Goodbye
MAY 31-JUNE 6

Two Days in a Hot Place
Boy & Other Stranger

We especially request thnt classically
trained music ions join our orchestra to
perform in the Saturday evening concert.
RSVP to Koy Gordner
c/o Wise Women Enterprises
BOX 33
STONINGTON, ME.
Registration: S30 (s40 after june 11)
Weekend passes available.

PO Box 2721, Station A
Champaign, IL 61820
(217)333-6443
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equivalent to gay people's belief that
homosexuality is neither diseased nor
wicked. Of course, the former racialist
belief is demonstrably false; hence, has
no place in the classroom, just as no one
should teach that the earth is flat or the
moon is made of green cheese. The latter
belief, however, at least insofar as the
absence of disease is concerned, is
demonstrably true. Unfortunately,
neither Ms. O'Leary nor Rev. Boyd
were quick-witted enough to point this
out.
Nor did they catch another of
Thompson's illogical remarks: that
every society for thousands of years has
condemned homosexuality, therefore
we all ought to continue doing so. Even
assuming the premise is true (which it
isn't), the mere fact that something has
been regularly done in the past doesn't
mean it should be done now. Nearly all
societies practiced slavery for thousands
of years. Should wedo likewise?
Thompson's peculiar thought processes are no doubt the inevitable outgrowth of pursuing a career in advertising, · selling worthless products we
neither need nor want, ·and without
which we would all be far better off.
Malcolm Boyd's performance- in
defense of gay rights was almost uniformlydisappointing . Nervous throughout the first show, he said nothing of
consequence. In the second show he discoursed at dreary length on the Bible and
how he thinks it doesn't really condemn
homosexuality. Gays like Boyd who
attempt to use the Bible to defend themselves are, at best, on shaky ground; "its•
condemnations of homosexuality,
though not numerous, are undeniably_
explicit. Surely we would all be better
off giving up as supersitious bunkum at
least the Judeo-Christian religion, and
probably al1 others as well.
The usually articulate Jean O'Leary
was unfortunately caught in a trap: how
to respond to nonsense without oneself
sounding nonsensical. Confronted with
Thompson and Socarides, what can one
do but throw up one's hands in despair?
O'Leary very nearly did just that. However, in response to one of Thompson's
characteristicaliy foolish remarks about
gays "flaunting" their sexuality, she
sensibly pointed out that straights
flaunt their sexuality endlessly - an
obvious point, but s_omething heterosexuals usually forget.
But O'Leary has fallen victim to the
sentimental notion that the People will
eventually
recognize
Socarides,
Thompson, Bryant, et al for the charla- '
tans they are and come round t ,
supporting gay rights. Her liberal
. optimism is misplaced. The democracy
will never uproot the weed of homophobia which has grown so luxuriant in
American soil, generously fertilized as it
is with manure. If acceptance of homosexuals as human beings is ever to exist,
it will be such nondemocratic institutions as the courts which will introduce
it. And even that grows less likely every
day.

.,
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By Robert Etherington
Dick Cavett is to be commended,
suppose, for presenting two programs
on the subjects of homosexuality and
gay rights (PBS, May 9 & 10). Unfortunately, three of the four guests chosen
by Cavett (or his producers) were the
most inept imaginable: gay minister
Malcolm Boyd, defending gays none
too effectively; Mike Thompson, a
cohort of Mme. Bryant-Green; and the
ineffable Dr. Charles Socarides, one of
the homophobic wonders of the psychiatric world. The remaining guest,
Jean O'Leary of the National Gay Task
Fo.rce, was a sh~de more se~sible, but
still came nowhere near lifting the two ·
programs out of the bog of nonsense in
which they wallowed.
' Socarides first took the floor and for
the rest of the two programs yielded it
only with the greatest reluctance (and
after Cavett told him, in effect, to shut
up). He was, as always, peddling his
usual snakeoil: homosexuality is the
result of "faulty parenting" ("We
kno·v that for a fact."); it is an "arrested psychosexual development;"
it
violates millenia of biological evolution; and is generally contrary to the
natural order of things - archaic attitudes which, Ms. O'Leary remarked (T
hope correctly), have made Socarides
"a pariah in his own profession."
He does allow, in his usual unctuous
way, that he "wants only the best for
homosexuals," i.e. to "cure" the poor
dears of their loathsome affliction. Like
Ms. Bryant, he loves the sinner but hates
the sin, or so he would have us think.
Interestingly, Socarides was quite
obsessed with reminding us that he has
~ad years of experience in "treating"
homosexuals. He evidently believes that
long experience, in itself, makes his
views concerning homosexuality scientifically respectable. But does long experience with, say, tarot cards make
them sci en ti fically valid prognosticators of human behavior? Unfortunately
for the catise of scientific truth (not to
mention gay rights), Socarides has
managed to convince far too many people that he . is indeed an "expert",
despite the fact that, as far as science is
concerned, his views on homosexuality
are no more intelligent or informed than
those of de Gobineau on Jewish racial
characteristics.
Joining Socarides in a profound
horror
of
homosexuality
was
advertising executive Mike Thompson,
one of La Bryant's accomplices in the
Dade County disaster (about which
Thompson engaged in some ill-mannered gloating). He firmly believes that
homosexuality is either a "precipice"
over which people . plunge, or an
infectious disease one can contract by
being "exposed" to it in school (like
measles or diphtheria?).
Thompson wondered if gays would
support the dissemination of Ku Klux
Klan propaganda in the classroom, his
assumption being that the Klan's belief
in the superiority of the White race is

3

Gay Speakers
Bureau
Continued from page 13

donations or honoraria to help with our
expenses, but our services are not
contingent upon a fee. After I have
gotten all the pertinent information, I
call people to fill the engagements.
I have enjoyed co-ordinating the Gay
Speakers Bureau this year and am look.ing forward to continuing during the
summer months. Other engagements
which the speakers bureau has been
called upon to supply speakers for this

year have included: Northeastern University, Boston College, Tufts University, Quinsigamond Community College
in Worcester, Sharon High School,
Emmanuel College, Boston University
Hillel, Simmons College, a Unitarian
Sunday School in Wellesley, Salem
Hospital School of Nursing, Lawrence
Day Treatment Center, and the
Women's Cultural Exchange in
-Worce-s ter. If your group or class wo•.,id
like to have speake.rs sent, p!ease
contact the Gay Speakers Bureau at:
P.O. Box 2232, Boston, MA 02107 or
phone (617) 354-0133.

Boston~Boston's New Manager
PAUL FORD
Cordially Invites You to

Dance Through Seas of Whirling Fog - · ·
-Sparkle Under the Shimmering
Curtain ·of .Light
. Escape to a World of Magic and Fantasy

.

,

-

and have a G~y Time on SUn.,· Mon. and .
Tues. Nights Beginning May 29th

s 1°0 Admission·

. No Dress Code

BOSTON-BOSTON
•
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IEDclaSsifieclc:L·~551flEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassified
WI LL the person newly from Bradenton
who is now staying with friends in Dorchester please call Dave (formerly of
Man_<3.!ee) a.2_ain, _to rap?

person als
MOUSIE MOUSIE WILDFLOWER
Up and down
life's little hills
It looks like porcupine
will grow more quills.
And love you more with each lousy little
quill. All my love. Porcupine
JS ... JS ... JS
Oh, for Christ's sake, I didn't realize you
got this rag or I would have sent you a
whole host of literate obscenities ere
now. Tsk and forsooth. If I didn't miss
you, I would still be yeching at Focus.
Like I said, it just ain't the same widdout
ya. Keep the faith. Henry says hello to
Sam.
BARBARA G
I lost the note with Abby's number. Have
to go to NY for operation. Write me at
South Nassau Communities Hospital,
2445 Oceanside Ad., Oceanside, NY
11572 if you need anything. They'll
forward it if I'm not there. Don't know how
long I'll be away fr Bos. Shit. Love you
both. NW. PS copy of Our Right to Love
rcvd last wk. Will try to make amends for
that mess. It is net my intention to
undercut the real significance of such a
mammoth production.
JIM DAVIS
Thanks for the kind words and encouragement. Wish I had an address to write
you. Can understand your reluct_ance to
be printed again.
Nancy Walker
HARTFORD-SPFLD. AREA
GWM 21, 5'11", 240, br-bl, quiet, lonely,
seeks similar for friendship and poss
relationship. Enjoy soft rock, sunsets,
photography, secluded beaches. Photo if
possible. Box 575, Enfield, CT 06082.
(47)
ARTHUR EIZE
Well, it-won't be long now, and I'll be back
toke-vetch at y'all. Try to be happy without me, though I know how difficult it will
be. Ansa.
GWF looking for GWF lover relations. Hip
not into role playing. Any age. I'm 21 very
lovable, cute and lonely! Please write to
GCN Box 900.
(47)
GWM 23, coming out, needs reassuring
friends for talk, theatre, walking and
sensual pleasure. Affection and exploration needed/given. Seek same. I'm attractive with various interests. GCN Box
901.
(45+)
If you are interested in meeting a GWM
34 who is not an obvious fem & is seeking
an aggressive, corky, cool young man,
call Jeff (617) 832-3883 Auburn.
· 45 +)
FOR MALE ERICA JONG ...
At 20 my only fear is flying but I like the
romance of airplane noise. Reconsider
the Z-less: Exist or subsist (entialism?)
Male ... oni Mitchell.
(44 +)
2+ 1?
GWM couple sks third, GWM or GBM age
17-35 for- social, sexual encounters. Not
into: fats, fems, hard, drugs, S&M and
B&D. Write about yourself, incl phone,
best time to call. GCN Box 893. Letters
with photos get immediate response.
(Discretion assured.)
(44 +)
LONELY GWM "ATHLETE"
28, 5'11" 175 good looks, very friendly
seeks G or Bi friends for fun, sex and
friendship 18 to 29. No fats, fems or drugs
please. To ans write descriptiv~ letter to
GCN Box 895. Tel nos get quick reply.
(47)
WESTERN MASS CLOSET WOMEN
Do you need to talk to women confined to
a closet as much as I? The door to my
closet must remain shut, but my closet is
large and I feel the need to sit around in a
social situation and talk about our lives
and our problems. If you are sincere in
this dP.sire too, then welcome. We cannot
become visible except to each other, but I
believe we can benefit from ou.r meeting. ·
GCN Box896.
(45)
GWM 26, 6' 170 med stu . planning June/
July trip to C. America to learn Spanish
sks companion interested in same. Am
quiet, friendly not into gay scene. Letter,
phone to GCN Box 897.
(44 +)
MEOW-MEEE'. EEEoooooooW MEEEEEEEEEEEEEoooooooooooooW
Christopher, Applesauce, Burning
Bright, and Miss Griggles.
(44 +)
COUNTRY LIVING?
3 friendly GMs living backwoods lifestyle
welcome visitors interested in organic
gardening, back-to-the-land. etc . Longterm visit also possible, involving some
wor-k in exchange for room & board.
Could be good situation for someone
who is in a time of transition. Write Octaqon House. Butterworth Farm RFD 2
Orange, MA 01364 . or call (617) 249-7612:

GAY SCIENTISTS
An organization of gays in the Biological
and Physical Sciences, Math and Engineering has formed in central North
Carolina. We would like to hear from
others in these fields who are interested
in organizing in other parts of the
country. All we can offer is information
and moral support . but contact us
anyway. Write Triangle_ Area Gay
Scientists, Box 1137, Chapel Hill, NC
27514.
---.
(46)
Free Kittens to a good home. Nine weeks
old. Eating & box trained . One male & one
female. Both white wlblack spot on .head.
Call 36-1471. Keep_trying.
___ ·-· _
GAY TEACHERS
A gay teacher is doing a study on the situation of the gay elementary and high
school teacher. If you are or have been
such a teacher, or you have quit teaching
because you are gay, and you are willing
to discuss your experiences, please write
to Teacher, GCN Box ABO, 22 Bromfield
St., Bos. 02108.
(ER)

Healthy, well-adjusted GM seeks same
for enjoyable, adult relationship. Nothing
sleazy, stupid, warped or in any way
kinky. Must be intelligent, flexible and
possessed of a sense of humor. Write
G_
CN Box 874.
_ __(3_~
GWM 46, young at heart, honest, selfsupporting, very affectionate, seeks
same for meaningful friendship and sex.
~a~boro ar~. GCN Box 889.
_ji5)

Reliable apartment cleaning. Call Tom at
367-0660.

\ ~~?.C.~ ~"'\~'u~S

'

MASs":°BAY
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
INDIVIDUALS. COUPLES
& GROUP COUNSHING

For Quincy and Newton call 472-1331
For Blackstone Valley or Narragansett Bar Area
C~LL (617) 883-8220 FOR APPT.

GAY BUSINESS PERSONS
Tired of dealing with many sales people?
Have problems deciding where to invest
your money for business promotions? D.
Bellavance Agency will help you. Free
consultations. Call 739-2200. A Board
Member of the Gay Business Associa
tion.
(c)

Snyder and Weinstein
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
240 Commercial Street
Boston, MA 02109J617L~~:__8000 -·· (52)
Scale slave? Feminist-oriente d . therapy
group now forming for women with
weight problems. For information call
(603)431-5147.
(45)

m]

247-3431

CARFORD-JO HNSON ASSOCIATES
Personal and Business Accounting

Gay Owned/ Gay Operated
HOUSECLEANING
Efficient, reliable, refer&nces. Call Mario
after6pm."241-8239.
(GD)

If you wish to respond to a box number in PRINTING: The
kind your mother would
any of our ads, send to GCN Classifieds, approve
of: neat, clean, not too expenBox _ _ _ , 22 Bromfield St., Boston
sive, and produced with a. smile. BroMA 02108.
chures, letterheads, business cards we do most kinds of printing. Also typesetting. Call us. _Xanadu Printing,
661-6975.

service s

Quannapowitt Counselling Services
Boston and Wakefield
246-0244
Individual Couple and Group Service
(41-7,odd)
Carpentry-Nea t. good, inexpensive.
Leave message for Gilbert Fornier at
367-2134.
.

- --· --·--·- - ·-

.

-

.

--·-- ------ -·----

HASSLE-FREE PSYCHOTHERAPY
FOR NH GAYS
Ethical-Confide ntial
Individual & Couples
Judith Sigler, Lyn Foley
(Both MSW, ACSW)

By Appointmen t
{603) 224-5600 '
Concord

<

(FOR ALL TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS)

. KOALA BEAR
HAIR COTTERS
253 Newbury St., Boston
Open Evenings

247-7441

OH YES YOU CAN!
You can lose weight nutritionally,
the safe and natural way. Trim off
,excess inches and poundswithout starvation dietswithout hunger pangswithout bankruptcywithout exerciseHard to believe? What can you lose by
looking into it? Only something you've
wanted to lose for a long, long time.
E.D.C., P.O. Box 568, Worcester, MA
01601, 753-2209 NOW.
(44 +)

160 Comm. Ave. (Vendome Mall)
Boston
(617)247-1832
Light housekeeping done by the hour or
the job. Call Greg at 367-1822 evenings,
(GH)

apartn ,ents ,
SOUTH END
Large sunny 1 bdrm Shawmut Ave.
$200 incl all util
Owner 262-2379 after 6.
(46)
Chelsea mod 1st floor apt 2 rm eff. incl
ale, ht & hot water, self def. frig. Security
· dep & ref reqd. Adults. Call after 6pm.
889-3445.
· (46)
Sublet-sunny, spacious, 6-room furn.
apt in Allston. 2 porches, trees, conv. loc.
~une-Aug . $290. 783-1551.
(44 +)
Wanted, apt in So End. $200/mo or under,
preferably unrestored. Will sublet w/option, have pet. Call Don at (617) 373-1802.
(Due)
APT. FOR RENT
CITY SQ., CHARLESTOWN
5 rm apt. $130.00 month. Ht and util not
included. Call 241-8239 .
_____(GQ)
Sublet, 2 bedroom apt. till Sept. 1. Lots of
space. 833 Beacon no. 15. Call Bob between 9 and 11. $235 per mo. 266-8190.

-

_(i::!'v::'}

roomm ates
3 les skg same to share 8 rm hse on N. Sh
(nr Bev). Nr trans, 128, shpg, ocean.
Plenty of priv, yard, w/d. Avail now.
100/mo+ util. Call Marjie 2-11pm (617)
468-2228.
(48)
ROOMMATE NEEDED-BOS TON
2 GWM seek 3rd to share large apt on
Gainsboro St. $120 inclds everything.
Must be str appearing. Nice place, should
see. Call 262-5985. Kp trying.
(47)
TWO LF SEEK THIRD TO FILL
country home near lake Coch. Big yr.d,
drivewy, garage, garden, no smokers, no
pets, near Pike Rt 9 + 20 + 30. $133 + util.
Peaceful setting. 1-653-9510 eves.
(46)
MORE THAN A PLACE TO LIVE
3 gay men looking for 4th to share 4-story
townhouse [lear Roxbury Crossing. Your
share $80-90/month. 442-2061.
(HS)
LARGE (12 BEDROOMS)
Beautiful, group-owned house in Prospect Hill, Somerville, is looking for 3 new
members. We are 8 men & women of
varied professions, aged 28-43, interested
in finding positive, energetic people to
join us. Call anytime, 776-9500.
(45)

;sIFIEDCIA1iSIFIEDCLASSI1
Classified Ad deadline is Tuesday noon (prior to Sunday

publication).
All ads must be .paid in advance. No ads accepted by
phone. Make check or money order payable to Gay

Community News, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.
02108.
Since we serve all New England, please include your
area cod~ if your ad includes a phone number.

Non-business: $3.00 per week for 4 lines ( 35 Characters
per line) ; each additional line 25 cents. Headlines
arc 50 cc9ts per week for 25 character~.
Business (if you charge money for a service, you are a
business): $4.00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters
per line) and 50 cents for eacli additional line. Headlines arc $1. 00 for 25 characters.

Box Numbers are available at $ 1.00 for 6 weeks if you
pick up you mail. If. however, you wish your mail
forwarded, the rate is $3.00 for 6 weeks. Mail is
forwar ded at the end of the 3rd and 6th weeks.
If you want mail forwarded for a 3 month period,
a $5.00 charge will be made for the addition.al t·imc.

Please Circle one of the following ad categories:

at $ _ _ per wk.

$

Firs t 4 lin cs_·_ __ at $ _ _ per wk.

s

Each additional line at $ _ _ per wk.

$

Pick-Up Box No. at $1.00/6 weeks

$

Forward Box No. at $3.00/6 weeks

$

Phone Number in Personals at $1.00

$

3 months forwarding at $5 .00

$

Number of weeks ad is to run

TOT At ENCLOSED
Please Print Neat~v.

$

Name

City

Address

Zip

If you wish to pick up your mail at the GCN Office:
Qur hours arc 10 a.rn. to 6 p.m. Monday through
l·riclay.
There is a charge of $ 1.00 for a phone number included
in a Personal ad.

I
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Roommate wanted for 2 bedroom apt 833
Beacon St. Lots of space. $117.50 a mo.
Lease runs till Sept. Call Bob at 266-8190
~et~ee~and 11.___ _
. ____ J£lW)

for sale
SHARES AVAILABLE IN

§nbre\ug Jnn, Jnc.
FOR FURTHER INFO
CONTACT

JOHN MOISIS
Village Sq.
BELLOWS FALLS, VT 05101

COUNTRY PROPERTIES
Homes and acreage for sale in friendly
rural area within 70 miles of Boston. Call
Art for an appointment. Countryside
Realty, 253 E. Main St., Orange, MA
01364. 1-544-7 406, 1-249-4534, eves.
(47)
Queen siie mattress, boxspring frame,
and king size waterbed mattress, $75.
GCN Box 899.
(TG)

~a

Very warm & affectionate GWF 29 into
enjoying life, disco dancing & creating a
super ··natural high" in loving relationship with someone who loves being a
woman I really love to love 1 Please
~esp_on9-~~ GCN B~ 87-_0 ___ . ____ _J~-2)
GAY LEGISLATION
NEEDS YOUR HELP, MAKE A DIFFERENCE. For information cal I 742-4811 or
write Gay Legislation, Box 8841 JFK Station, Boston, MA 02114.
(48)

2 GF sk mature. open. considerate
woman. non-smoker, for quiet, sunny .3 br
in hse. Res. St near bus-Oak Sq Bri. 95
_±__tJtil_ CAl~2-351_9. Keee_ trying:
(47)
HOUSE IN ARLINGTON
GM or F to share warm house 10 mins
HVD SO, pking. yard , prefer persons
caring non-smoker over 25, $150 per ·mo.
g _~ I an~~~ f!!Sg...:.6~1639. _ _ -~6)
GWM 24. Harvard graq student, seeks gay
rmmt, pref student. for mod· 2 br Cambridge ap\ for summer sublet and or beyond. Air-cond, dishw. disp. $150 per mo
inc util exc phone. Nr pub trans. pkg
~vl~~_:492-842~
(44)
Maine lesbian, 30, and non-destructive
dog. 7, need room or apt to share for 1
month, May 15-June.15, Boston. Camb. or
outlying areas. Reliable, considerate, references. Call collect (207) 773-3794.

CERTIFED WOMAN CAPTAIN
and crew needed for chartered yacht in
Provincetown on Cape Cod for summer
season. · Room
and
board+ salary.
Contact: Gabriel (617) 487-3766. Write c/o
Outermost Kites, Box 1032, Provincetown, MA 02657.
(45)
GRANTS PERSON NEEDED .
Volunteer grants person needed to assist
development of residential cntr for gay
youth. Send letter & brief vita to GCN Box

Phone

I I

(45)

2 women, 3 men, some gay, some not,
seek woman for Somerville living collective. Phone 628-1038 for more info
please. ..
(ER)

job op

State

I

- GWM 27, student, seeks person to share
quiet 2 bed apt in Bright/Brook, comp
frnshd, $130/mo conv to BC, -~u & MTA.
Prefer resp ser student. Summer only or
beyond call 232-6672 after 5 or wknd.
(45)
NO SHIT!
3 GM sk an energetic 4th person to
complete our 4 story home over the
summer or for longer. Call 427-2778. It
could only be worse in Boise!
(44 +)
Roommate wanted for 2 bedroom apt on
Fenway, lots of sun and clean. Call
267-4706 all day until 10 p.m. Rent
$120.00
(46)
Two rooms of 8 room apt available June
1. $95/month + 1/3 of utilities. Very near
"T," services. East Bost: 567-4494.

GAY SALE
Lambda pendants were $5 now $3.50. Bob
Damron's Address Book' was $6 now
$3.00. Gay Male Porno Pak was $16 now
$8. Lambda decals 5 for $1.00. Order
today! Supplies limited. The LaBelle
Company, 948 Brittain, Akron, OH 44305.
(45)

APARTMENTS
FOP. SALE
lNSTRUCTION
JOBS OFFERED
- JOBS WANTED
PENPALS
ORGANIZATIO NS
PERSONALS
RESORTS
RlDES
ROd°MMA TES
SERVlCES WANTED
MISCELL.
I. OST & FOUND
PUBLICATION S
Headlin es

GWM, 24, seeks one GWM 20 to 40 to
share mod 2 bdrm Beacon Hill apt ww
dishwasher, sundeck rent $150/mo plus
$150 sec dep. Call Kevin eves,
617-367-0004.
(44+)
-WEST OF BOSTONGBM seeks living space with one or two
other people in Acton/Concord area.
Clean, stable, & employed; can pay up to
$130 per month. Call Bill at (617)
369-3874.
(44 +)

~

movers
THE JIM CL.A.AK MOVING CO.
Licensed-Insure d-Professional
24 hrs.lday-7 dayslwk.-No O.T. charges
Local Jobs-Local Rates
354-2184

misc- -- - - - -
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GAY TEACHERS
A gay teacher is doing a study on the situation of the gay elementary and high
school teacher. If you are or have been
such a teacher, or you have quit teaching
because you are gay, and you are willing
to discuss your experiences, please write
to Teacher, GCN Box ABC, 22 Bromfielc'
St., Bos. 02108.
(ER)

IFIEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassifi
I am interested in joining (or starting) a
Lesbian Farming Community: West
Coast or Midwest. Contact GCN Box 894 .
(44+)

want-ed
We need a driver with a van or truck to
donate time & truck (we'll pay gas) to help
pick up donations for GCN. Call Richard
~
- - -at 426-4469.
GCN is always in need of office furniture,
paint ; sofa, file cabinets, shelves and anything that is in good repair for our office.
To donate contact Richard at 426-4469 (c)

Light brown hair, bl eyes, age 19, 5'8",
135. Looking for sincere, honest relationship. John Morgan 037268-P-3-S-11 .
(1)
P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL32091.
Lonely prisoner seeks correspondence.
Billy Smith 8691, Box 2, Lansing, Kansas
(1)
66043.
26, blond, blue, 138. 5 mos left. Birth sign
Cancer. Gays only. Laramie Becker
035592 , P.O. Box 747 , Starke, FL 320~~)
20 _ 5 .11 -- . 145. blond hair, brown eyes .
love sun shine. water. having fun. II you
care and are sincere please write Phillip
Bearden . 04 5542 , Dade Correctional Institution . P.O. Box 1449. Homestead, FL
t5__2)
_ -·~3Q_30._Dorm F-226B _ _

GAY TEACHERS
A gay teacher is doing a study on the situation of the gay elementary and high
ATTENTION
school teacher. If you are or have been Black male seeks correspondence with
such a teacher, or you have quit teaching · male for future relationship . Clarence
because you are gay, and you are willing
Ken Collins , P.O. Box 1167, Gainesville,
to discuss your experiences , please write
(51)
FL 32601.
to Teacher, GCN Bo x ABC, 22 Bromfield
WM 27, 6', ·green eyes, brown hair. Wide
(ER)
St.. Bos . 02108 .
variety of interests. Very lonely. James R.
Scott 032374, P.O. Box 221, Raiford, FL
Wanted, keyboard player, female, for
(51)
32083.
newly formed female softrock band.
Vocals preferred. Prov. area. Call (401)
245-5267 or (401) 437-1716.

resorts
PROVINCETOWN ON $4 AN EVENING
visiting
GAY MALE
For the
Provincetown , CARL'S is comfortable .
friendly and offers complimentary coffee,
mixers , parking , et c ., startir.ig from $4
Student Dorm. $8 up Pvt , Room. Carl's
Guest House, 68 Bradford St ., Provincetown , MA 02657, Tel. 487-1650 .. J1~)

penpols
We get many requests from gays in
prison to put pen pal ads in for them.
Limited space prevents us from printing
as many of these ads as we would like to,
since the prisoners do not have the funds
to pay for their ads. We will print more if
anyone out there is willing to contribute .
For each $3 we receive we can print one
more pen pal ad. Send checks to Penpals,
(c)
GCN Box k92.

NGTF NEEDS YOU
Join with the largest, fastest growing gay
civil rights group in the country! The
National Gay Task Force works with a
professional staff on media representa•
tion, national legislation, information
clearinghouse, religious reforms, corporate non-discrimination statements,
more! Help support our work - join now.
$15 membership ($5 lim ited Income) includes Newsletter. NGTF, 80 Fifth Ave.,
Rm. 506, New York, NY 10011.
AFFIRMATION
For United Methodist Lesbian & Gay
Male Concerns - New England Chapter.
For information and/or support reply
(47)
GCN Box 902 .
CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING
Men, 40 and older, have problems different from young Gay Activists. Small discussion group forming NYC. Call (212)
242-8112 or write Burdick, Apt. 1C, 270 W.
25th St., NYC, NY 10001.
In New Jersey, the Gay Activist Alliance/
Morris County meets every Monday at
8:30 p.m. using facilities of Unitarian Fellowship, Normandy Heights Rd., Morristown, NJ. Info: (201) 884-0653; 347-6234.

organizations

Metropolitan Community Church of Boston, services each Sunday at 7:00 p.m.
(hymn sing 6:45), 131 Cambridge St., Boston (Old West Church). Edward T.
Hougen, pastor. Office 523-7664. All persons are welcome.
BOSTON GAY CATHOLICS
EXODUS
sponsors
Dignity/Boston
MASS, a liturgy for gay and concerned
Catholics every Sunday at Arlington
Street Church (Boston), Boylston St.
entrance at 5:30 pm. For info. contact
Dignity/Boston, 355 Boylston St., Boston ,
(35)
MA_92114. Tel. 536-6518.
GAY ACTIVISTS ALLIANCE NJ
-Men and women - Militantly gay militantly proud - Join us at 176 Kansas
St., Hackensack, NJ, every Fri. at 9 p.m.
Political action caucus Tuesdays at 8:30
o.m. (201) 343-6402.
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
OF WORCESTER, church service at 6 lnE _Y5_6:0730.
~tit~te R_o~~-'- ~ -f) m _S..!:!_nda_

$35 REWARD

SUPPORT LESBIAN MOTHERS
Lesbian Mothers National Defense Fund,
2446 Lorentz Place, W. Seattle, WA 98109.
(206) 282-5798. Membershio $5.00.

Wanted: Never before published essays,
stories, personal histories by and ab-:iut
gay women (prose only). $35 prize for best
entry. FOCUS has first publication rights
on all entries submitted. Regular Focus
staff not eligible. Contest closes July 14,
1978. Send to FOCUS, 1151 Mass. Ave.,
Cambridge. MA 02138 .

BOSTON UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST
GAYS AND LESBIANS (BUUGL), an
inclusive group of religious liberals
working to provide opport unities for
community building among lesbians and
gay men , meets every Sunday evening at
the Arlington St. Church. 355 Boylston
St. , at 7:00 pm. Lesbians especially wel come. For more info call Bob Wheatly at
-- J!)~9)
_
742-2100__ - - _ _

FOCUS
A monthly journal of fiction . articles ,
poetry, book reviews , etc .. by , for and
about gay women. 1 year subscription (12
issues) $8 . Sample copy 75ct:. Always sent
in plain envelope. Focus , Box GCN, 1151
Mass. Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138. ~

publications

- - - - - -----·

8efore you stop trying to find a lover try
us. Advice, Fantasies, Personals . Twelve
issues $10; sample $1 . You 're Not Alone,
P.O. Drawer 8398CH, Atlanta, Ga. 30306.
(c)

GAY SCENE - The Picture Homophiie
Monthly in 8th Year of Publication, Nt>ws
From Everywhere; · Movement News;
King's Reviews (Stage, Screen, Book &
T.V.); D.D.'s Best Bets; Lesbian Life; Articles; Nude Plaything of the Month; P. eligious News; Personals; and More. Send $1
for sample copy. $8.00 for 12 Issues (In
Plain Envelope) To: REGIMENT, Box 247,
Grand Cent. St., NYC 10017.

THE VIEW FROM THE CLOSET
A. Nolder Gay's best columns, 1973-1977
$3.00 at local bookstores or Union Park
Press . Box 2737. BO'ston, MA 02208. (Add
es tax).
50ct: p.!_!2: Mass. ~dd 5 % -~al_

BOSTON BAR GUIDE
BAMBOQ LOUNGE
30 Ave ry St.
Food , Mi xed.

BOSTON EAGLE
88 Queensberry St. 247-9586 Leather, Men. Thurs. Club Nile, Sunday
Brunch ,3PM . Movie s Mon. & Tues. 8PM

BOURBON STREET
(1st floor Ci tadel)
22 Avery St. 482-9040
E,ntertainment. Dancing .

CARNIVAL LOUNGE
39 Boylston St. 338-7159
Dancing. Mixed .

CHAPS
27 Huntington Ave. 266-7778
Food. Men.

CITADEL
22 Avery St. 482-9040
Dancing . Men.
CLUB 76
76 Batterymarch St. 542-3377
A place for women and their friends.

THE BAR
252 Boylston St. 247-9308

DELIVERY ENTRANCE

SAINTS

At The House Restaurant.
12 Wilton St. , Allston 783-5701
Men & Women. " It's Different. "

(Call 354-8807) Women.

SOMEWHERE
295 Franklin St 423-7730
Disco Dancing. Mrxed. Sunday Brunch
12-2PM.

HARRY'S PLACE
45 Essex St.
Dancing. Men

SPORTER'S CAFE

HERBIE'S RAMROD ROOM

228 Cambridge St
Food . Men . Saturday Brunch 5PM ,
Movies Mon .. 3PM, Sunday Brunch 3PM.

12 Carver St. 338-8577
Leather. Men, Sunday Brunch 7PM. Thurs.

ISAIAH'S

STYX

11 Thomas Street
Worcester. MA.

20 Blagden St. 247-3910
Disco Dan c ing. Men.

NAPOLEON CLUB

THE SHED

52 Piedmont St. 338-7547
Dancinq Fri .. Sat. , Sun. Men.

272 Huntington Ave.
Leather. Men, Sunday Brunch 4PM.

PARADISE

TOGETHER

mo Mass. Ave., Cambridge

Ta 1king, Mostly Men, 864-4130

110 Boylston St .
Disco Dancinq. Mixed.

PLAYLAND

1270
1270 Boyls ton St. 261-1257
, Disco Dancing , Mixed (Mostly Men).

21 Essex St.
Men (Some Women).

TWELVE CARVER

119 MERRIMAC

12 Carver St .
119 Merrimac St. 523-8960
Dancing. Men. Tues.-Thurs. Buffet 9-11 PM _ Men .

:K EVERYWE·E KEVERVW EEKEVERY WEEKEVE RYWEt:KE V
MONDAYS

11 :30am - Lesbian Support Group meeting at
Tufts Women 's Center, 628-5000 ext. 702.
12 noon - Northeastern U. GSO meeting, Eli
Center, rm. 349, 369 Huntington Ave. , Boston .
Everyone welcome.
5:30pm - Women ' s Community Health Center
open house, 137 Hampshire St., Cambridge.
6-10pm - NH Lambda for Lesbians, phone (603)
228-8542.
Lesbian awareness consciousness6-8pm raising group. BU Women's Center. basement of
Sherman Union Sida. 353-4240.
Aiconol ism discussion/education
6:30-8pm group for lesbians, 20 Sacramento St
.,
Cambridge, MA , 661-1316.
6:30-8:30pm - Gay Health Services by appointment , Fenway Community Health Center, 16
Haviland St. , Boston , 267-7573.
, 7pm ,- Gay alcoholics group, 10 Walnut St .. Worcester, MA.
7-9pm - Supportive lesbian rap, Janus House. 21
Bay St.. Cambridge , (617) 661-2537.
U. of Vermont Gay Switchboard,
7-9pm 656-4173.
7-10pm - UMass Gay Women's Caucus Hotline
'
545-3438.
7-9pm - Yggdrasil Gay Gathering at Yggdrasil.
15 Gilbert Rd. , Storrs, CT, (203)486-4737.
7:30pm - UMass Amhers'I, Bisexual Women's
Rap Group, Campus Center.
7:30pm - Lesbian Feminist Union meeting, 55
Eddy St. , Providence, RI.
7:30pm - Homophile Community Health Service
- Drinking problems rap group.
·
80 Boylston St.. Rm. 855, Boston.
8pm - Nashua (N.H.) Area Gays rap session: call
(603) 882-8732.
8pm-Monadnock Area Gays, for information call
Fitzwilliam, NH (603) 585-9419.
8pm - Lesbian Rap at Women's Center. 215 Park
. St. NH .
8pm - GPC business meeting, Columbia U..
Furnald Basement. Broadway at 115th St.
8pm - Lesbian Rap at Women '.s Center. 148
Orange St., New Haven,· CT.
Gay Alanon (gay alcoholics). Info.
8:30pm .
843-5300.
8:30pm - Hartford Gay Alcoholics Group (203)
'
522-2646.
8:30pm - Gay Alliance at Yale, open meeting
basement Hendri'e Hall , 165 Elm St. , New Haven'
'
436-8945; public welcome.
Gay discussion group, Columbia U. ,
9pm Furnald basement , Broadway at 115th St.
TUESDAYS

6:30-Bpm - Women 's Gay Collective. Women 's
Center, UConn . CT. (203)486-4738 .

7pm - Pot Luck Supper. 228 ½ Atwells Ave
.,
Providence. RI.
7:30pm - Integrity. gay Episcopalians. Emmanuel
Church. 15 Newbury St.. Boston
8pm ~ Springfield Gay Alliance. First Unitarian
Church , 245 Porter Lake Dr .. Springfield.
8pm - Martha's Vineyard Gay Women & Men 's
Rap Group: info and details call 627-8097.
DOB women's rap, 1151 Mass. Ave .,
8pm Cambridge, MA, 661-3633.
Providence Gay Group of AA.
8:30pm
Assumption Parish Hall. 791 Potters Ave ..
Providence. Rl . 333-1396 .

THURSDAYS

5pm - Brandeis Gay Alliance. Usdan Student
Ctr, Cont. Rm. C. Brandeis U . Waltham , ,MA
7pm __;_ Gay Alcoholics. St. Vincents Hospital.
Worcester. MA.
7m - Game Night, 5 Junction St.. Providence.
·
·
RI , alternate weeks.
7-10pm - UMass Gay Women's Caucus Hotline:
545-3438.
7:30pm - Daughters of Bilitis. Gay women 's rap at
the Old Cambridge Baptist Church , 1151 Mass.
Ave ., Cambridge. For more information call
.
661-3633.
7:30pm - UConn Gay Alliance meets in the Student Union. Rm. 218 , University of Connecticut.
Storrs.

8:30pm - Deaf lesbians and gay men are invited
to meet other deal and hearing gays who know
(or are learning) sign. MCC, Old West Church .
131 Cambridge St.. Boston
33-1396 8pm - Lesbian Liberation, informal rap group
8:30pm - Gay A.A.
Woman's Center, 46 Pleasant St. Cambridge
WEDNESDAYS
'
MA
6:30-8:30pm - Gay Hea.lth Services. Fenway Community Health Center. 16 Haviland St .. Boston . 8pm - Womenspace coffeehouse and workshop.
11 Amity St .. Hartford. CT.
267-7573.
7pm - MCC/Providence Potluck at . Parsonage , 8pm - Capital Dist. Gay Comm . Counci l. 332
Hudson Ave. , Albany , NY 12210.
rap during and after dinner. Bring and
8pm - Dykes & Tykes . Women ' s Center. 46 Pleasshare. (401) 272-9247 .
ant St., Cambridge. MA. third floor. care for
7pm - Lesbian Support Group , UNH Women's ·
young people. 354-8807.
Center. Durham . NH
8-9pm - Lesbian Mother rap group. 21 Bay St. .
7pm - Liberation Rap Group. (617) 756-0730.
_ Cambridge. MA, 661-2537.
Gay Women 's Collective meeNng.
7-10pm Gay Women 's Caucus. UMass/Am8:30pm Storrs, CT. Info: (203) 486-4738.
herst , 8th floor of Campus Center.
7-10pm - Gay Women's Collective, UConn Wo8:30pm - Gay Alliance at Yale, Hendrie Hai'! basemen 's Center. (203) 486-4738 .
ment. 436-8945, New Haven, CT.
Gay Women 's Collective meeting .
7-10pm 9pm - Emerson Homophi le Society. rm. 24. 96
Storrs, CT. Info. (203) 486-4738.
Beacon St. , Boston.
7-9pm - University of Vermont Gay Switchboard.
(802) 656-4173.
7:30pm - MCC midweek service. 11 Amity St.
Hartford, CT.
FRIDAYS
8pm - Discussion group for lesbians and gay
men. Christ Church. 20 Carroll St .. Poughkeep7-8:30pm - GRAC swimming, Lindemann Cntr,
sie. NY.
Staniford St. , across from Longfellow Towers .
HUM meets , Box 262. Fitchburg. MA
8pm GRAC men's basketball. Lindemann
7-9pm . 01420.
Center. Hurley Bldg. , Staniford St .. Boston.
8pm - Yalesbians meeting. rm. B-8 . Hendrie
- -Am Tikva service, social at Frost
8pm
Hall . 165 Elm St. , New Haven , CT. 436-8945.
Lounge, Ell Center, Northeastern Univ.. 300
To update your fisting or to put a new listing into EveryHuntington Ave .. Boston.
week send info to Listings Editor, GCN, 22 Bromfield
7:30pm - Rap group for men and women , MGTF.
St., Boston 02108.
193 Middle St. , Portland , ME.
8-10pm - URI Gay Social Club. 4th floor Group
7:30pm - Gay get-together, downstairs roundRoom , Roosevelt Hall. (401) 792-5954 or Car l
room, Billings Center, U of VT, Burlington .
789-8360.
8:30pm - Berkshire Community Gay Coalition
8:30pm - Gay-straight Rap, UConn . Mental Health
meets at 175 Wendell Ave., Pittsfield. MA
Clinic , (203) 486-4705.
Call (617) 442-9450, M-Th eves .
Gay Social. Columbia U., Furnald
9-12pm 8:30pm - Alcoholics Together. Our Lady of VicBasement. Broadway at 115th St.
/
tory Church, Isabella St. , Boston.
9-12pm - GAY coffeehouse , Hendrie Hall base10:15pm - "Gay News" radio on WHUS-FM , (91.7),
ment , 165 Elm St. , New Haven, CT.
Storrs. CT.

SATURDAYS

2pm - Project Lambda Rap session for gay teenagers, 70 Charles St., Boston.
3-6pm - Gay folk dancing for women and men,
Peabody room , 3rd floor, Phillips Brooks House
(north end of Harvard Yard). Call Eric (617)
776-6377.
i0pm-3am - Worcester Hotline, 791-6562.

, ,..# .......

11{~n1
SUNDAYS

..~ - - ~ #..

9am - Closet Space 740AM with Lisa Schwartz
and Joe Martin. (Boston)
11am - Church of the Beloved Disciple. 348
West 14th St. , NYC.
1-2:30pm - GRAC swimming, Lindemann Cntr.
Staniford St. , across from Longfellow Towers .
Church of the Beloved Disciple. 348
2pm West 14th St. , NYC.
2pm - MCC/Worcester service. Central Cong.
Church. 6 Institute Rd. , Worcester.
2:30pm - " Gay A's" Alcoholic~ Rap. Old West
Church , 131 Cambridge St. , Boston.
4-6pm - Gay Women's Group of Providence rap.
(401)831-5184.
5pm - Dignity/Integrity Mass. St. Luke's Church .
17 S. Fitzhugh St. , Rochester, NY.
5pm - ,MCC/Boston Bible study group, 131 Cambridge St., 523-7664.
5:30pm - Exodus Mass, Arl iRqton St. Church.
'
Boylston St. entrance. Boston.
5:30pm - Dignity service, Arlington St. Church.
Boylston St. entrance, Boston .
6:30pm - Gay Church services, 23 Franklin St.,
Bangor, ME .
Church of the Beloved Disciple, 348
7pm West 14th St. , NYC.
7pm - MCC services, South Church , 292 State
St., Portsmouth, NH (first Sunday of month).
7pm - MCC/Providence, 134 Mathewson St. (401)
272-9247.
7pm - MCC/NY worship, 201 W. 13th St. (corne r
of 7th Ave.).
7pm - MCC/Boston, worship and fellowship. Old
West Church , 131 Cambridge St., Boston .
7:30pm ..:.. MCC worship, 425 College St.', New
Haven, CT.
7:30pm - MCC/Hartford, 11 Amit y St. , Hartford,
CT.
8pm-12am - Brown/RISO Gay Students Association, 305 Faunce House, Providence. RI. (401)
836-3062
8-12pm - NH Lambda for lesbians; phone (603)
332-4440.
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